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I NT RO DUCT I ON 
1.1 General 
Generally, vehicle prime movers have torque-speed characteristics 
which are not well matched to the vehicle load as reflected through the 
wheels. A transmission is used to convert the engine output to the de-
sired combination of torque and speed. 
The hy~rostatic transmission (HST) has the attactive advantage of 
providing a continuously variable, stepless gear ratio between the engine 
and the driving wheels. With a continuous variance, an HST can be con-
trol led to maximize any reasonable performance criterion for the engine-
transmission power train, e.g., maximum engine efficiency, maximum overall 
system efficiency, maximum vehicle acceleration, etc. However, in order 
to accomplish the control function, it is necessary to devise a good con-
troller which can relate the engine throttle, pump and motor displacements 
in an appropriate manner. 
During the past years, a lot of such control systems have been de-
signed based on different control schemes, e.g., mechanical, hydraulic, 
electronic, fluidic controls and a combination of these. Today, the 
microprocessor provides a new approach to the engine-transmission control 
due to its considerable potential of low cost, flexibility, and computa-
t i ona 1 power. 
2 
The microprocessor (~P) has already found many applications. In the 
automotive area, the c:P has been used in ignition control and fuel injec-
tion control. However, in engine-HST control, so far there is no 1 itera-
ture published. The objective of this study was to conduct a conceptual 
design of a high performance µP-based controller for a vehicle propulsion 
system comprising an internal combustion engine and an hydrostatic trans-
mission. 
1 .2 Literature Survey 
A 1 iterature survey was done in the areas of HST control technology 
and µP implementation. In the area of HST control technology, the liter-
ature was ;eviewed according to performance criteria used and control 
schemes used. 
1.2.1 Performance Criteria 
The performance criteria that have been established in the past are 
maximum engine efficiency, maximum overall system efficiency, and 
maximum vehicle acceleration. Wilson et al. [1), Reid et al. [2], Svoboda 
(3), and Cunningham etal. [4] have developed controllers which can be used 
to vary the load on the engine to maximize engine efficiency and, there-
fore, minimize fuel consumption. Taking into account the transmission effi-
ciency, Reid et al. [5] and Sovms et al. [6] have pres.ented controllers, by 
1;1hich the system overall efficiency was optimized by varying the engine 
speed, and the oump and motor d ls o 1 acements for the power required. Wilson 
[?]proposed to govern engine speed to produce maximum oower output while 
3 
controlling the pump displacement to give maximum vehicle acceleration 
(motor displacement varied by operator). A controller proposed by Howard 
et al. [t] adjusts the speed ratio to give maximum load at maximum engine 
throttle. This type of controller would find its best application in a 
situation 1 ike a farm tractor where maximum load and maximum throttle 
are simultaneously and continuously required. 
1.2.2 Control Schemes 
Mechanical controls for HST 1 s fulfilled the industry needs satis-
factorily for a long time. For the simple mechanical control, the con-
trol lever is connected to the internal mechanism which makes the pump 
and motor variable through a hydraulic boost [9j. Reid et al. [2] 
discussed a General Electric Company mechanical controller, which 
schedules the engine speed and the pump and motor displacements according 
to the power requirements. The variable to be controlled by the operator 
is the load speed via the accelerator pedal. Carns are arranged to 
schedule engine speed as a function of throttle angle and sensed engine 
speed. Any deviation from the engine speed schedule is accompanied by 
an appropriate change in pump and motor displacements. In the last few 
years, electrohydraulic devices have become available for stroking pump 
and motor displacements with small electrical signals. This capability 
creates possibilities for improved control of mobile vehicles, ranging 
from simple remote control to sophisticated automatic control [10, 11]. 
Numerous papers deal with electronic-based control systems. The works 
of Svoboda [3] and Cunningham et al. [4] are representative. For the 
control system generated by Cunningham et al., the driver adjusts the 
4 
setting of the engine speed governor via an accelerator pedal. Engine 
speed is sensed and converted into an engine torque reference signal, 
which is combined with a signal proportional to transmission pressure 
difference to generate the correcting pump displacement signal. For the 
control system developed by Svoboda [3], the driver controls the vehicle 
velocity by operating the motor swashplate. The engine throttle and 
pump displacement are governed by a multiloop electronic controller via 
electrohydraul ic servoactuators. The feasibility of fluidic-based con-
trollers have been studied by Reid et al. [5] and Howard et al. [8]. 
Reid et al. chose to implement the controller with fluidic circuits for 
the various sensing, logic and control functions required in military 
vehicle propulsion systems. Several different control concepts were 
developed. 
l .2.3 Microprocessor Implementation 
Since their introduction in 1971, µPs have spurred interest in 
process control, automotive, aerospace, biomedical, instrumentation, 
data acquisition and consumer electronics applications as well as other 
industrial, commercial and military applications. In automotive ap-
plications, the use of a microprocessor to control an automotive engine 
has become a reality. Binder et al. [12], Toelle (13], Mariey [Jh], 
and many others investigated the µ?control on such existing functions 
as air/fuel-ratio, ignition-timing and exhaust-gas-recirculation control 
to obtain fuel economy, low emissions and driveabi1 ity. Hosey et al. 05] 
have designed a ~P-based spark timing controller based on measurements 
of cylinder pressure to extract maximum energy from :he fuel while 
minimizing pollutants. Generally, all the µP-based controllers respond 
with suitable engine adjustments on the basis of the stored information 
together with concurrent operating conditions sensed from the engine. 
5 
All the applications for ~Ps in the automobile focused on the fuel-flow, 
spark-advance and emission control. There appears to be no direct trans-
fer of implementation strategies used to the engine-HST drive system 
control problem in this study, except in techniques fer function genera-
tion. 
The various control concepts used for HST control are compared in 
Table I. 
l .3 Objectives of Study 
The primary objectives of this study include: 
J. Design a power transmission circuit and size its components. 
Develop a generalized steady-state mathematical model for the HST power 
train and code a program which can be used to search the optimum system 
operating conditions based on different performance criterion, e.g., 
optimum fuel economy. Some of these optimum system variable relation-
ships will be selected for the generation of the function generator. 
2. Design a microprocessor-based controller for the engine-HST 
system. Entails the design of the control circuit, the µP configuration 
and the derivation of the digital control algorithms. The preliminary 
system design ls followed by optimum adjustment of the controller 
parameters. A simplex optimization method is used. 
3. Derive the linearized model and transfer function for the 
engine-HST system, and calculate the highest system frequency, which will 
be used to check whether the sampling requirement is met. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CONTROL CONCEPTS USED FOR HST CONTROL 
Per for ~ • Mechanical Electronic Fluldlc Microprocessor ne Cr I te Control Control Control Control 
• Houk [9] Corne I I [ 10] 
Maximum 
Engine WI Ison [I) Re Id (2] Svoboda [3] 
Efficiency Cunningham [It] 
Maximum 
System Downs [6) Reid (5) ... I 
Efficiency 
Maximum 
Vehicle Wi Ison [7] 
Acee I er at I on 
Maximum 
Howard [8] Load 
*Indicates that no performance criterion was used or no control scheme was mentioned In the con-
t ro I techno I ogy • 
... 
'Indicates the control technology studied In this thesis. 
CJ" 
4. Derive a closed-loop dynamic model for the engine-HST vehicle 
drive system, and code a computer program. By utilizing manufacturers' 
data for individual components whenever possible as an example, a 
discrete system simulation is carried out to evaluate the dynamic per-
formance and the fuel economy of the vehicle propulsion system, and to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the ~P-based control system. 
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CHAPTER 11 
FUEL ECONOMY STRATEGY 
In view of the apparent decreasing availability and increasing 
cost of liquid petroleum, fuel economy is one of the most important 
considerations in modern engineering design. For an engine-HST system, 
substantially reduced fuel consumption may be achieved by scheduling 
the engine loading torque and the pump and motor displacements 
according to the power requirements. 
2. 1 Engine Loading 
Proper engine loading can improve system fuel economy. Before il-
lustrating this idea, it is useful to define a performance criteron as: 
J 
Load speed x load torque = Rate of fuel consumption 
= St Ti ( 2. 1 ) 
f 
The engine efficiency is defined as 
(2.2) 
Inserting this expression yields 
(2.3) 
Furthermore, the transmission efficiency may be defined as 
8 
( 2. 4) 
so that the performance criterion becomes 
( 2. 5) 
Therefore, minimum fuel consumption (i.e. maximum performance 
criterion) can be accomplished by maximizing the product of the engine 
and transmission efficiencies, i.e. the system efficiency n . 
s 
Engine loading affects fuel economy, and speed ratio affects the 
9 
system efficiency. For illustration consider the case of an ideal trans-
mission (i.e. nt =I). The problem is to find the speed ratio which 
maximizes the performance criterion ne. Consider a particular load 
point (5 1*, !i*) on the lowest grade curve (nominal load line) of 
Figure 1. This load requires a power Pz* to be delivered by the engine. 
For an ideal transmission, the engine supplied power, Pe* equals the 
load requirement, P,Q,'':. Reference to Figure 2 reveals that the engine 
power Pe* can be developed by various combinations of throttle positions 
and engine speeds (see horizontal I ine drawn at power level Pe*). 
However, there is only one combination that will deliver this power 
while maximizing the engine efficiency. Operation either to the left or 
right of the point (Se*• Te*) will be at lower efficiency. By con-
sidering different loading points the same procedure can be extended to 
develop the locus of points which maximizes engine efficiency. This 
locus is shown in Figure 2 by the dashed 1 ine labeled 1 'optirnum engine 
efficiency". For a real transmission, the load power requires 
Pe*= P2*lnt from the engine. Since the transmission efficiency nt is 
variable with leading, the power requirement from the engine is not a 
10 
constant horizontal line as before, but is a function of speed as 
shown in Figure 3. However, there does exist an operating point 
(Se*• Te*) that maximizes the overall system efficiency. By considering 
other points along a nominal load 1 ine, the engine curve for optimum 
nominal operation is obtained (see the heavy solid line in Figure 4.) 
The consideration of all loading conditions experienced by the vehicle 
leads to the range of optimum operation indicated by the shaded region 
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From the above discussion, it can be seen that only through the use 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Optimum Engine and System 
[16, p. 96] 
l 3 
it is possible to vary both engine torque and speed over a wide range 
and results in maximum fuel economy. With a mechanical transmission 
incorporating, say, a four-speed gearbox, a load torque and speed 
demand can only be met at four engine torque levels. 
2.2 Determination of Optimum Engine 
Operation Schedule 
14 
In order to obtain the best fuel efficiency, the engine must run at 
its best operating point. The optimum engine operation schedule was 
generated based on the concept of optimum fuel consumption just de-
scribed in the last section. The optimization requires knowledge of the 
loading conditions of interest, the coefficients for the HST mathemati-
cal model, and engine performance data. With this information, a 
search for optimality was carried out as follows: Select a load point 
of interest. For this load po:nt, try different transmission dis-
placements to find the one giving the speed ratio for maximum system 
efficiency; that is, select trial values of displacements and observe 
the corresponding system operating point. Knowing the speed and torque 
of the load point and the transmission displacements, the engine speed 
and torque can be computed using the transmission equations (see 
Appendix A). Since an engine operating efficiency is associated with 
each engine operating point, and the transmission efficiency is com-
puted from the ratio of the load power to the computed engine power, 
then, the system efficiency is computed from Equation (2.5) for these 
trial displace~ents. Searching for the values of the displacements 
which give maximum system efficiency finally yields the optimum 
operating point for all system variables; e.g., throttle position, 
engine speed and torque, displacements, etc. By extending this search 
procedure to every load point of interest, the scheduling of optimum 
engine operation for the load map of interest can be determined. 
15 
A computer program was developed to facilitate the search. A 
listing of this program and results on the example system (see section 
4.1) are given in Appendix G.2. From the obtained Oj)timum operating 
conditions some variable relationships can be selected to generate a 
function generator. In this study, the engine loading torque versus 
throttle position for different load torques was chosen to be a function 
generator (Table II). It could be stored in a programmable read-only 
memory chip (see section 6.1) and used along with sampled data to 
determine the optimum engine loading torque. 
YAU UPlLl 
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CHAPTER I I I 
ENGINE-HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION 
POWER TRJl, IN CONTROL STUDY 
This chapter is presented to describe the power circuit and control 
concept of the engine-hydrostatic transmission power train. 
3.1 Power Circuit Configuration 
The power circuit diagram of the proposed engine-transmission system 
is shown in Figure 5. An internal combustion (IC) engine (I) drives an 
axial-piston variable-displacement pump (3) through a pump gear (2), thus 
generating hydraulic power. The power is converted into mechanical power 
in an axial-piston variable-displacement motor (4), which through a motor 
gear (5) drives the vehicle load (6). 
The axial-piston units (3) and (4), selected for their high efficien-
cy, require a pressurized intake line to prevent cavitation. A boost pump 
(8) serves this purpose. 
A strainer (7) prevents contamination from entering the power cir-
cuit. An airblast cooler (6), placed in the drain line, maintains the 
oil temperature within the operating range. 
Shock loads are, to a certain extent, taken up by bleeding some of 
the high pressure to the low pressure side via check valve (12 or 13), 
relief valve (10), and check valve (14or11). The main relief valve 






























for more severe shocks, shock loads will dissipate through relief valves 
(10 and 15). Check valve (9) prevents dissipation of shock loads through 
the boost pump. 
An electric analog signal Y controls the engine throttle by means 
r 
of an electric servoactuator, and electric analog signals D and D con-rp rm 
trol the pump displacement and motor displacement, respectively, through 
the use of electro-hydraulic servos. All of these signals are generated 
in a microprocessor-based controller, whose design concept is discussed 
in the next section. 
3.2 Control System Concept 
Figure 6 illustrates the essential features of a control system which 
might be used for an engine-HST propulsion system. 
The control system includes two feedback loops. They are the vehicle 
speed control loop and the power train control loop. In the vehicle speed 
control loop, the command vehicle speed, Scd' is compared with the actual 
vehicle speed, s1d. The speed error, 6S, which represents the discrepancy 
between the engine power supply and the vehicle power need is converted in 
a discrete proportional-plus-integral (Pl) controller into the reference 
throttle position signal, Y ; this signal regulates the engine throttle 
r 
setting Y via an electric servodrive. The Pl controller is used to reduce 
the steady-state speed error. Ideally, the Pl controller provides a zero 
steady-state error and the accuracy of the speed control depends only upon 
the accuracy of the speed transducer. 
Proper engine loading can improve fuel economy. The optimum engine 
loading schedule is controlled by the power train control loop, v1hich is 
incorporated within the speed control loop. In this loop, the measured 
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Figure 6. Control System Concept 








engine loading torque Ted is comoared with the optimum engine loading 
torque, T , which is generated in the function generator (FG) as a func-op 
tion of the measured load torque Tid and the delayed throttle setting Ys. 
The torque error, ~T. is fed into a discrete Pl controller, whose output 
D is scheduled by a crossover controller. Output signals from the cross-
r 
over controller act through electrohydraulic servovalve controllers [21] 
on the pump and motor swashplates in a direction tending to eliminate the 
torque error. The selected engine loading torque then results in a near 
minimum fuel consumption. 
A function YSHIFT is employed to eliminate the error signal results 
from the engine transport delay and to improve system stability (see para-
graph 9.2.2). The optimum operation for arbitrary loading is scheduled 
through use of a two-dimensional function generator, FG, defined in sec-
tion 2.2. 
To expand the useful speed range of the HST, both pump and motor 
selected are variable-displacement type. This requires proper phasing 
of the pump and motor swashplates. The crossover controller mentioned 
before is used to fulfill this function. Figure 7 shows the circuit 
for the crossover control, together \'lith the forward-backward direction 
contra 1. 
To illustrate the system operation, assume that the vehicle system 
is in the steady state with the command speed set at half its full 
value with the accelerator in the half stroke position. Further, assume 
that the driver causes a step input in the accelerator to its full value; 
this results a positive speed error ~S. Consequently, the Pl controller 
opens the engine throttle, the engine speeds up, and more oil is pumped 












































however, due to the change in the throttle setting and the load torque, 
the optimum engine loading torque signal Top changes its value, which in 
turn perturbs the torque error ~T. Consequently, the output of the 
displacement Pl controller adjusts the pump or the motor displacement to 
a new value via the crossover controller, resulting in a zero torque 
error. The system then assumes a new steady state. 
Besides the characteristics indicated in Table I, the proposed 
controller has two additional advantages: (l) Different control algo-
rithms can be tied together. For example, a second function generator 
based on the maximum acceleration performance criterion can be added. 
The driver can select or change the control modes from one to another as 
he wishes. (2) Scheduled gains and time constants of the controller is 
allowable, which results in a more desirable system performance and 
drive economy. Both advantages would be difficult to implement with 
other types of controller. 
CHAPTER IV 
SYSTEM MODEL I NG 
In this chapter the mathematical models for various system elements 
are derived for the purpose of system sizing, parameter adjustment, and 
performance evaluation. Figure 6 shows the whole drive system including 
both the pm'ler circuit and system control, and lists all important system 
variables. The following sections describing the development of individu-
al component models should be read with reference to Figure 6. 
4. 1 Engine 
The engine is viewed as a dynamic system responding to the throttle 
position Y and the engine loading torque T , with the engine output speed 
e 
S . A model suggested by Monk and Comfort [17] is shown in the block dia-
e 
qram in Figure 8. The throttle position is the input, the engine speed is 
defined as the output, and the engine loading torque is considered as a 
disturbance. The engine responds to the net accelerating torque, T , as 
a 
a first order system with a moment of inertia J The accelerating torque e 
is the engine input torque, T y' mi nus the damping torque, T d' and the en-
gine loading torque. The input torque is assumed to be p roport i ona 1 to 
the throttle position with a transport delay, t 1, which is inversely pro-
portional to the engine speed. The delay can be explained as a time neces-
sary for the new fuel mixture to reach the combustion chamber after a 
change of the throttle position. The engine speed relates to the throt-



















Figure 8. Block Diagram of the Engine Model 
. 
J S = T - T - T e e y d e 
= K l Y ( t - t l ) - K2 Se - Te 
v;here the engine transport deld'y t 1 is 
and where 
K1 = throttle gain; 
K2 engine damping coefficient; and 
K3 = engine transport delay constant. 
The throttle position Y is physically limited as: 
Y.dl <Y~Y 
1 e - max 
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-
( 4. 1 ) 
(4.2) 
( 4. 3) 
In the actual system, the engine moment of inertia is replaced by 
the moment of inertia of the engine-gear-pump unit. 
J = J + J + J /G2 
c e pg p p ( 4. 4) 
The engine damping characteristic is present implicitly in the brake 
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horsepower versus throttle position and engine speed relationship. Thus 
when the brake horsepower is used to calculate the engine output torque, 
Equation (4. 1) can be rewritten as: 
. 
J S = T - T 
c e out e 
(4.5) 
where T .. is the delayed engine output torque calculated from the brake 
ou~ 
horsepower. 
In this study, all the design procedures and the feasibility of the 
proposed µP-based control strategy are demonstrated by means of an exam-
pie system. In this example system, the military A042 IC four-cycle 
gasoline engine has been chosen as a prime mover. The performance data 
for this engine were obtained experimentally on a test bench [16] and are 
available in Table I I I. Based on these data, the various engine constants, 
i.e., K1, K2 , and K3, and the id! ing throttle position Yi die are: 
and 
K1 = 458.4 in.-lbf/rad 
K2 = 0.94 in.-lbf-sec/rad 
K3 = 10.9 rad 
Yid le= 0. 17 deg. 
For idling speed, Sidle= 70 rad/sec. The calculation procedures are 
given in Appendix C. 
4.2 Gears 
The pump gear and the motor gear are considered to be lossless. The 
pump gear ratio, GP, relates the speeds and torques of the engine and the 
TABLE I 11 
PE Rf ORMAN CE DATA OF A042 MILITARY ENG I NE {EXPERIMENTAL) 
------------
Engine Eff i c i·ency 
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The motor gear ratio, G , relates the speeds and torques of the motor and 
m 





S:- = r 
x, m 
( 4. 7) 
The dynamics of the pump gear and the motor gear are expressed by 
the moments of inertia J and J , respectively. J can be included in pg mg pg 
the engine moment of inertia and J can be added to the vehicie inertial mg 
mass. 
From section 5.2, for the example system 
G = 3. 7 
p 
G = I. 5 . 
m 
4.3 Pump and Motor 
The models of the axial-piston variable-displacement pump and motor 
are obtained based on the constant loss coefficient models developed by 
Wilson [18], vJith modifications for compressibility and moments of iner-
tia of the rotors as follows: 
Pump flow rate: 





sp pm p 
).l 
v • 
- - p 
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( 4. 3) 
where 
(D + Cf D ) p + 
. 
T = cdp )1 D s + J s p p p pm pm p p p 
Motor flow rate: 
c D 
Qm = D s + 
sm mm p + v b 
m m lJ 2B' 
Motor torque: 
(D ) p 
. 
T = - cfm D - c µ D s - J s m m mm dm mm m m m 
D , D = displacements for pump and motor, respectively; p m 
D D = maximum displacements for pump and motor; pm' mm 
c sp' c = slip coefficients for pump and motor; Sm 
cdp' 
c . = viscous drag coefficients for pump and motor; dm 
cfp' cfm dry friction coefficients for pump and motor; 
v = total volume under compression; 
B = bulk modulus of hydraulic oil; and 
µ oil viscosity. 
2S 
(4.9) 
( 4. l 0) 
( 4. l l) 
The pump displacement and the motor displacement are physically 
limited as: 
-D < D < D (4.12) 
pm p pm 
-0 < D < D (4.13) 
mm m mm 
Assume there is no leakage from connecting pipes, equating Equations 
(4.8) and (4.10) yields 
(4.14) 
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This equation is used to calculate the hydraulic pressure. 
Similarly, as for gears, the dynamics of the pump and motor are ex-
pressed by the moments of inertia J and J and can be lumped with the 
p m 
inertia of the engine and the vehicle, respectively. 
4.4 Load 
The load model, representing a vehicle of an inertia mass M, takes 
into account the propulsive force F , the rolling resistance F , the air 
p r 
resistance F , and the grade resistance F 
a g 
a result of the net accelerating force is 
where 
. 
MV = F - F - F - F p r a g 
T 9, 
+ '!...) 
(V + v 
Wa ( 1 c = -- - ap R b 2 
R whee 1 rad i us; 
W =vehicle weight; 
a= rolling resistance coefficient; 
b velocity correction coefficient; 
C =air resistance coefficient; 
a 
p air density; 
V = head wind velocity; 
w 
A= front area of vehicle; and 
~ slope of terrain. 
The vehicle velocity, V, as 
)2 
w A. l,./s in¢ - ( 4. l 5) 
The values of the constants are given in section 5. 1. 
For tracked vehicles, the vehicle is driven by the sprockets attach-
ed to the output of the HST through final drive gearing. For this kind 
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of vehicle, the load model discussed above should be modified by taking 
into account the track-vehicle damping resistance [2]. 
4.5 Engine Throttle Control 
The digital throttle control signa1, Yrd' is the output of the throt-
tle Pl-controller responding to the speed error ilS described as: 
t 
= cl tis + _1 r 
Tl 0 
where the speed error: 
65 dt + y d r o 
( 4. 16) 
( 4. 1 7) 
and c1 is the proportional gain and 'l is the integral time constant. 
The equivalent discrete Pl controller can be derived using rectangu-
lar numerical integration (19]. This gives: 
(Y d) r n 
T n 
= c 1 (tis )n + s I '.:. s) k 
7 1 k=O 
( 4. 18) 
where the summation is the difference equivalent of integration, and (Yd) r n 
and(uS) aresampled values of the control signal and the error signal at 
n 
time t = nT . T is the sampling time interval. 
s 5 
The integrator output is limited as follows: 
YI . < 
min 
T n 
s I (tS)k:: YI 
, 1 k=O max 
(4.19) 
which prevents a saturation of the throttle servoactuator and subsequent-
ly dangerous time delays in the throttle operation. As an example, assume 
a long uphill drive, which is associated with a positive steady-state 
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speed error. With no 1 imits, the controller integrator would continue to 
integrate the speed error saturating the servoactuator input. Further 
assume that for some reason the speed error would change sign (e.g., de-
stroke the accelerator). It would take a certain time for the integrator 
to decrease the controller output siqnal Y under the throttle limit Y 
- r max 
to desaturate the servo and to slow the engine. 
The upper and lower 1 imits of the integrator output are determined 
in Appendix C. They are 
YI = 66. max 
YI . = 0.16 
min 
The gain c1 and the integral time constant 'i are adjusted based on some 
optimization technique, which is the topic of Chapter VIII. 
4.6 Displacements Control 
The digital displacement control signal, Ord' is an output of the displace-
ment Pl controller and depends on the torque error DT. Similarly, the 
discrete form of the displacement Pl controller is described as follows: 
T 
= c2 (6 T) + 5 
n '2 




The optimum engine loading torque, Top' is generated from the function 
generator (FG) as 
T = f(Y , T0 d) op s x, 
(4.22) 
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where Y , the delayed throttle position, is the output of the subroutine s 
YSHIFT (refer to section 6.5.2). 
The integrator output is 1 imited as follows: 






I ( ~ T)k ~ DI 
k=O max 
(4.23) 
which again prevents a saturation of the pump and the motor swashplate 
servoactuators for reasons similar to those discussed in the last section. 
From Appendix C, 
DI 300. max 
DI . 0. 
min 
4.7 Crossover Controller 
A variable displacement pump driving a variable displacement motor 
can be used to give an extremely wide range speed ratio. Generally, it 
is desirable to interconnect the controls for the pump and the motor to 
give a preferred phasing or crossover point between speed control from 
the pump and that from the motor. The usual practice is to first stroke 
the pump while the motor is held at full displacement. When the pump has 
reached full displacement, additional speed can be obtained by stroking 
the motor. This phasing relationship has been proven to be the optimum 
phasing scheme. By using the computer program for optimum operation 
search 1 isted in Appendix G.2, two runs were performed. One run was made 
with the phasing constraint discussed above; the other was made without 
it. A comparison of the results showed that nearly optimum operations 
can be achieved with or without the constraint. The maximum relative 
error is only 0.2 percent, which occurs at low vehicle speed (Si = 2 rad/ 
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sec). In order to simplify the control algorithm, a crossover controller 
has been used in the control system (see section 3.2). From Figure 6, it 
can be seen that only one control signal D is needed to adjust the pump 
r 
and motor swashplates through the use of the crossover controller. 
Referring to Figure 9, the model for the crossover control circuitry 
can be simulated by using a I imit function together with a dead space 
function as fol lows: 
D = 2 ·LIMIT (D , D) rp 1 r c 
(4.24) 
where 
D = D for -o < D < D rp r c - r - c 
D = 0 for D > D rp c r c 
D = -D for D < -D rp c r c 
D = Q, • DEAD SP ( D , D ) rm 2 r c 
(4.25) 
where 
D 0 for -0 < D < D rm c - r - c 
D = D - D for D > D rm r c r c 
D = D + D for D < -D rm r c r c 
In Equations (4.24) and (4.25), 1 1 and 1 2 are slopes for LIMIT and DEADSP, 
respectively. Oc is the crossover point. Usually, i 1 and ~ 2 are set 
equal, and D is set to one-half of the full input D (see Figure 9a). 
c r~ax 
But this strategy is only val id when the pump and motor are of equal size. 
For different sizes of pump and motor, 1 1 , £ 2 , and Dc can be determined 
based on the following criterion: the ratios of the displacement change 




















and motor are set equal for steady-state operation. The determining pro-
cedure is illustrated via the example system as fol lows: referring to 
Figure 9 b, suppose that the full input current D to the crossover rmax 
controller is 0.2 amp. When the input current increases from 0 to 0.2 
amp, the pump displacement increases from 0 to maximum and the motor dis-
placement decreases from maximum to zero. So the total change of dis-
placements is 
.::.o = .::.o + LO 
p m 
= 0.323 + 0.501 
= 0.824 in. 3/rad. 
Then, the crossover point D can be determined as 
c 
60 
D _P (D rma) c i.:.o 
= 
0. 323 ( 0. 2) o.324 
= 0. 078 amp 
and slopes Q, 
1 
and ,Q,2 a re calculated from 
Q, l 
0. l 
J. 28 = -o-= 
c 
Q, 
0. l 0.82 = 
2 D - D rmax c 
where 0. 1 amp in both equations is the maximum output current from the 
crossover controller. This value was chosen from the specifications 
for electrohydraul ic servoactuators [21]. 
From the determined values of Dc' £ 1, and i 2 , the ratios of displace-
ment change to input current change for the pump and the motor are the 
same; both are 4. 12. 
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Computer runs on the example system have shown that the drive system 
with the crossover controller (Figure 9b) gives better fuel economy and 
dynamic response th1n that with the crossover controller (Figure 9 a). 
4.8 Servoactuators 
The servoactuators for throttle, pump displacement, and motor dis-
placement operations are modeled as first order systems with time con-
stants based on manufacturers 1 data. 
For the engine throttle operation, an electric DC servoactuator was 
selected. The throttle position is 
I 't 
Y = -J (Y - Y) cit+ Y 
T r 0 
(4.26) 
y 0 
where T is the throttle servo time constant. According to Reference y 
[20], T was chosen as y 
'T = 8 x 10- 3 sec 
y 
For the operation of the swashplates of the pump and the motor, two 
identical electrohydraul ic servo units [21 J are applied. The pump dis-
placement is given by 
:}-- J 
t 
D = ( D rp - D ) dt + D p 'd 0 p po 
(4.27) 
and the motor d i s p 1 a cement is given by 
l t 
D r (D D ) dt + D = -J -m T d 0 rm m po 
(4.28) 
•IV'here Td is the displacement servo time constant. According to Reference 
(2] ) , T d i S 
T ;::; 
d 
79.6 x 10-3 sec 
D 1n Equation (4.28) is a 11 dummy 11 motor displacement. Since the motor 
m 
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is held at full displacement D at the beginning, and then destroked by 
mm 
the control of the crossover controller. Therefore, the actual motor dis-
placement is 
D = D - D 
m mm m (4.29) 
4.9 Fuel Consumption 
The instantaneous fuel consumption rate of the drive can be calcu-
lated from Equation (2.2) as fol lows: 
f = (4.30) 
where S is the engine speed, T is the engine loading torque, and n is 
e e e 
the engine efficiency. For the engine used in the example system, the 
functional dependence of n on S and T is given in Table Illa. The engine 
e e e 
efficiency for every engine speed and torque combination can be obtained 
from Table I I la by interpolation. 
From Equation (4.30), the total fuel consumption for the drive to 
operate continuously for time t is given by 
t 
f 
t c dt f = J ' + 0 ( 4. 3 I) 
0 
The distance travel led for time t is 
t 
l ' v dt = J + l 0 ( 4. 32) 
0 
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where V is the vehicle velocity. The fuel consumption per unit of dis-
tance is: 
-
f = f /L . (4.33) 
CHAPTER \J 
SYSTEM SIZING 
The next step in the design is the sizing of system components for 
specified steady-state performance. 
5. J Engine 
The engine must supply the steady-state road power demand. Hence, 
the engine sizing is based on the maximum vehicle velocity V . Equa-
max 
ti on (4. 15) may be rearranged to give an expression for load power as 
fo 11 ows: 
(V + V ) 2 
Pi= V[MV +\fa (1 + f) -r Cao 2 w A+ Wsin¢] ( 5. l ) 
where the variables and constants were defined previously. 
Taking into account the overall transmission efficiency, nt' the 
pre] iminary maximum engine power based on the road power required for 
steady-state operation at maximum velocity on a flat road without wind 
j s: 
P = (V /n )[wai.1 emax max t \ 
v v2 , 
+~)+c 0A~1 b a· 2 ( 5. 2) 
The result establishes a nominal size for the engine. For the example 
system, the vehicle specification was assumed to be: 
w = 1700 l bf 
M = 1750 lbm 
40 
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A 18 ft 2 2592 in. 
2 
R 12 in. 
c 
a 
= 0. 35 
v = 45 mph max = 792 in/sec (on level road) 
and from Re fe ren ce [22] : 
a = 0.01 
b = 1760 in./sec 
p = 0.07485 lbm/ft 3 =1.12 x 10- 7 lbf-sec2/in. 4 
Using Equation (5.2), the pre! iminary maximum engine power is: 
p = 9.7 hp emax (for nt = 0. 7) 
The most suitable engine for this power range appears to be the military 
A042 four-cycle gasoline IC engine. This engine was selected for avail-
ability of its performance data [16] given in Table II I. The technical data 
for this engine are: 
Number of cylinders: 2 
Bore and stroke: 3.00 in. x 3.00 in. 
Di sp I acemen t: 42.4 cu in. 
Maximum net hp: 12. 5 hp at 3000 rpm 
Maximum engine speed: 315 rad/sec 
Maximum engine torque: 300 in. -1 bf at 2300 rpm. 
5.2 System Components 
The axial-piston pump and motor, and the gear ratios are sized based 
on the requirement that the units must transmit the maximum engine power. 
The sizing procedures are described below: 
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1. Define two operational conditions. 
a. The maximum vehicle speed on maximum grade road (operational 
condition l) ; 
b. The maximum vehicle speed on level road (operational condi-
ti on 2) . 
Based on the maximum values of vehicle speed and road grade, the load 
speed and torque at both operational conditions can be calculated from 
s1 = V/R ( 5. 3) 
and 
( 5. 4) 
2. Specify the speed range of the engine selected in section 5. 1, 
and note its full throttle torque, Tfull, at maximum engine speed Semax 
3. Choose the appropriate coefficients for the transmission and a 
value for hydraulic oil viscosity. 
4. Choose a maximum working pressure. 
5. Calculate the maximum motor displacement based on the maximum 
load torque and load speed at operational condition 1. Assume that at 
maximum load torque, T" , the motor displace~ent is at a maximum. Use ;:,max 





= (1 C )P - C S 
- fm max dm '"' m 
(5.5) 
Since the load speed is small, it is more economical to use a smaller 
motor with a mechanical gear reducer. Assume the gear ratio is G . 
m 










s = G s Q, m m ( 5. 7) 
6. Choose a maximum pump displacement based on the maximum load 
speed and load torque at operational condition 2. For a variable-pump 
and variable-motor transmission, the pump displacement should always be 
at a maximum when the motor displacement is being decreased. Choose a 
minimum motor displacement for the maximum speed operation. Then calcu-
late an approximate pump displacement from the ideal equation 
D = D s /S p· m m p 
where 
s = s /G p emax p 
Calculate the pressure from the equation 
T + cdm µ D s 
p m mm m = D - cfm D m mm 
Then calculate the total leakage flow, Q , from the equation 
st 
C D + C D 
sp pm sm mm p 
µ 
Use approximate pump displacement for D in this calculation. 
pm 
( 5. 8) 
( 5. 9) 
(5. 10) 
(5. 11 ) 
Finally, the maximum pump displacement can be calculated from the 
. 1 equation 
D = (D S + Q t)/S pm m m s p (5. 12) 
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7. The maximum torque requirement of the pump must be calculated. 
This must be checked at both high speed, low torque, and low speed, high 
torque operational conditions. At the high speed end, pressure is obtain-
ed from the point of maximum speed as in step 6: then, using maximum S 
p 
obtained from Equation (5.9), pump torque is calculated by 
D S 
pm P 
( 5. l 3) 
The pump displacement at low speed, high torque operation must be calcu-
lated. Maximum allowable pressure selected in step 4 is used. Total 
leakage flow is calculated from Equation (5.11). Then 
Using this value for D , T can be calculated from 
p p 
T = ( D + C fp D ) P + C dp µ D S p p pm pm p 
(5. 14) 
(5. l 5) 
again using the maximum S . The higher of the two torques calculated in 
p 
this step should be used to compare with (Gp• Tfull) to see if 
Tp <Gp Tfull (if so, acceptable) (5. 16) 
8. From Equations (5.7) and (5.11), the maximum flow rate can be 
calculated based on the operational condition 2. 
using minimum motor displacement as in step 6 for D . With this maximum 
m 
value for flow rate, proper pipe size can be determined. 
The sizing procedures illustrated above have been programmed for 
solution on an IBM 370 computer (see Appendix G. l). Table IV shows a 
part of the computer printouts obtained based on the following input data: 
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TABLE IV 
ACCEPTABLE SIZES OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
i...P '°M uPM DMM QM A JC HPE 
---------------------------------------------
3.4 le IJ Oe24~ c. 710 22.a lOeO 
3e4 lelJ Oe270 o. 710 2:. 0 c;. 9 
.Je 4 .l. • .J 0.294 o.710 27 .2 io.o 
..3e8 le U o.21s 0.110 22.9 io.o 
.;;.a leO 0.302 0.110 2 :. 1 c;. 9 
,;;,. a La U Oe329 o. 710 27.3 io.o 
... 2 1 • IJ Oe30S Oa710 22.c; 9e9 
4e2 le J 0.334 Oe7 l0 2s.1 9e9 
4.2 la IJ o. JC: 4 o. 710 27.3 lOeO 
.J.4 1., o.2ee o.sc;2 4:4e9 c;. 9 
3e4 le 2 0.2~2 o.592 27 el 9.13 
.3· 4 1.2 o.317 o.sc;2 2c;.4 lo. 0 
3e8 '·' Oe300 o.sc;2 ;;;4 .9 c;. 9 3. a 1., 0.327 o.592 21.2 9e8 
3.o 1.2 0.355 c.sc;z 2 c;. 4 1o.0 
4e2 1.2 J e3.J3 Oe592 2s.o c;.a 
4e 2 1.' c.Jc2 o.sc;z 27.2 9.8 
4e2 1., 0.393 o.sc;2 ~~.s lo. 0 
J. 4 l. 4 0.267 o.soa 24.a 10 .o 
.J. 4 le 4 11. 292 a.see 21.0 9e9 
3.4 la4 ua3 l 6 o.soa ~9 • .? c;. a 
.3. 4 
'· 4 
o.341 o.sos 31e6 10.0 
.J.a , ... a.2sc; o.sce 2•.e 10. 0 
·'- 3e8 le 4 Oe326 o.soa 27.t o;. 8 
3. a '• 4 o. 35 4 c. SC e 29e4 9.3 3.a le4 0 e38 l o.soa .: le~ lo. 0 
~.2 l. 4 Oe331 a.sea 24 .9 10.0 
... 2 1. 4 o. Jc 1 c.sca 21.1 c;. 8 
4e2 1. 4 0 a392 o.soa 29.4 9e8 
4e 2 .1.. 4 Oe422 o.soa 31.7 io.o 
3e4 leo 0.291 c.445 21.0 10.0 
~.4 le o Oe3l 6 0.445 29e3 9.9 
::. 4 1. 0 Ce340 o.445 31.6 9e9 
.:s.a leb u • .326 Oe445 21.0 10. 0 
3. e le o 0.353 o.445 29 e3 9e9 
.;. 8 le o Oe38 l Oo445 3106 9o9 
4.2 l.b Oe.30 l Oe445 27el 10. o 
'+• 2 1. 0 o.391 0.445 29e4 9.9 
4.2 l• b Oo42.2 Ce445 3lo7 o;. 9 
.;i.4 le a o.340 o.3c;6 J1.s 10.0 
.J. 4 leb u. Jes c.3 s~ 33aS l o.o 
;;; .e l .d IJ e38 l o.3c;6 ;; 1. t 1 o. 0 
..;. a led o. 4 0 o; Oe396 33.9 10 .o 
4e2 l. l:t o. 3 o; l Oo3S6 29.4 1o.0 
4.i!. 1. d Je422 o.396 3le7 9.9 
4. 2 i • .a Co453 Oe396 34.0 10.0 
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Vehicle specifications and constants: as defined in section 5. l. 
Operational condition l: 
Road grade G (%) = 12 (or~= 6.84°) 
Maximum vehicle speed V = l I mph max 
Operational condition 2: 
Road grade G (%) = 0 
Maximum vehicle speed V = 45 mph max 
Engine maximum speed and corresponding full throttle torque: 
S = 315 rad/sec emax 
Tfull 210 in.-lbf 
Transmission coefficients; chosen as reasonable values at about the 
1 imits of the state-of-the-art: 
c = c = 4.0 x 10-9 
sp sm 
cdp cdm 2.5 x 105 
cfp cfm = 0.05 
Oil viscosity: 
-6 2 
µ = 5.75 x 10 !bf-sec/in. 
Maximum working pressure: 
P = 4000 psi. max 
From Table IV, the proper set can be selected according to the 
transmission efficiency and commercial avai !ability. The set marked~ 
was chosen as the most suitable. This choice yields the lowest required 
engine power (i.e., the transmission efficiency is high) and pump and 
motor displacements which are matched to those of the available commer-
cial units--the axial-piston variable-displacement Sundstrand [23] pump 
(Series 20) and motor (Series 21). The maximum displacements for the 
Sunstrand units are: 
D = 2.03 in. 3/rev = 0.323 in. 3/rad pm 
D 3.15 in. 3/rev 0.501 in. 3/rad mm 
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These units also allow for attachment of electrohydraul ic servos for dis-
placement control. 
The gear ratios G and G were finally modified by using the new dis-
p rn 
placements D and D pm mm The refined values are: 
G = 3.7 p 
G m = I. 5 
The choice of the accompanying boost pump is best based on sugges-
tions given by the manufacturers of the main pump. 
ENDNOTE 
l 
For steady state, Equation ( 4. 14) yields 
c D + c D 
D s D s + sp pm Sm mm = p p p m m µ 
define 
c D + c D 
Qst 
sp pm Sm mm = p 
\l 
then 
D = ( D S + Q ) /S • 
p m m st p 
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CHAPTER VI 
MICROPROCESSOR-BASED CONTROLLER ORGANIZATION 
6.1 System Description 
The functions represented within the dashed lines in Figure 6 are to 
be performed by the µP. The µP-based control system is built around the 
central processing unit (CPU) (see Figure 10). This is supported by a 
random-access memory (RAM), a programmable read-only memory (PROM), a 















The CPV executes all computation and control functions. It determines 
how the engine and transmission combination wi II be set up to meet the 
demanded vehicle speed at the operating point. The PROM contains the 
control program and the optimal operating points for engine operation. 
A RAM is needed for temporary storage of data used in computations. The 
MICROM is a microinstruction ROM Chip, which contains microcode to imple-
ment the fixed and floating point arithmetic instructions [24]. The 
time-base is used to insure a constant sampling rate. The analog input-
output board consists of a data acquisition unit (see section 6.2) and 
a data distribution unit (see section 6.3). Both units execute the 
CPU's manipulations of the engine and transmission. 
There are six input signals to the control system. They are: 
I. s command vehicle speed signal , which is con tro 11 ed c by conventional accelerator peda I. a 
2. s .i load speed 
3. y engine throttle position 
4. s engine speed e 
s. Ti load torque 
6. T 
e 
engine 1 oad i ng torque 
All signals are sensed and digitized through the data acquisition 
unit for use by the CPU. Computation results are converted back to ana-
log signals via the data distribution unit, and then communicated to the 
servoactuators. 
The control system works as fol lows (forY.1ard motior. mode): 
1. The direction selector is moved to the 11 fon.vard 11 position (see 
Figure 7). 
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2. The command vehicle speed (accelerator pedal position) is 
set at a given value. 
3. Under the control of the CPU, the data acquisition unit con-
verts all sensor inputs into digital numbers and transfers them into the 
µP. 
4. The µP determines the state of the system from these inputs 
and computes optimum actuator values for all control led functions. 
5. Output all digital values and convert them into suitable physi-
cal control commands for the servoactuators. 
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 at a fixed time interval (of about 4 ms 
for the example system, see sections 6.6 and 9.2) to ensure good vehicle 
stability and driveabi lity under all conditions. 
6.2 Data Acquisition 
The data acquisition unit is a subsystem of the controller mechanism. 
It has an 8-channel multiplexer followed by a sample-hold and a 12-bit 
A/D converter (see Figure 11). 
The actions of the data acquisition unit are under the control of the 
CPU. This unit provides the initial signal processing of the various en-
gine and load parameters. The CPU requests the processing of a particular 
physical parameter by sending an appropriate input address. The multi-
plexer selects a channel on the command of the address decoding logic. 
For each channel, the sample-hold acquires the input signal and switches 
into the hold mode. After al lowing for the hold-mode settling time, a 
start-convert pulse initiates the A/D converter and the CPU enters the 
i,.1ait state. When the conversion of this channel is finished, the CPU 




























plexer switches to the next channel and the sampling and conversion pro-
cess is repeated. 
The signal levels appearing at the multiplexer input must be compati-
ble with A/D conversion requirements. This compatibility is achieved 
through signal conditioning with appropriate interface devices i.e. trans-
ducers and high impedance amp! ifiers. 
In developing the control signals, the settling times of various 
components must be considered. This information is necessary for deter-
mining the sampling rate in section 6.6. The times to be considered are 
the multiplexer settling time, the sample and hold settling and acquisition 
times, and the A/D conversion time. The total delay between the decoding 
of the input address and the completion of conversion would be the sum 
of these component settling times. Using the data for ADVll-A [25], the 
time required to process the analog data to digital form would be 9 µs 
for each input. For the proposed control system, six analog signals are 
provided to the acquisition unit, so the total multiplexed A/D conversion 
time is approximately 54 µs. 
6.3 Data Distribution 
The data distribution unit (Figure 12) uses a 12-bit D/A convertor 
and a storage register together with two sample-holds to distibute data 
to two analog channels Y and D for control 1 ing the engine throttle 
r r 
position and the pump/motor displacements. As digital data are trans-
ferred into the D/A converter and its output changes, the appropriate 
sample-hold samples the new output voltage and then, once the converter's 
output has settled, switches into the hold mode. Each sample-hold circuit 
























the next turn. From Reference [25), the rise and settling times for the 
AAVll-A D/A converter are 4 µS. 
Since the µS has only 1 imited drive capabilities, each sample-hold 
must be fol lowed by a current amp! ifier. 
6.4 Selection of Microprocessor 
In selecting the most suitable µP, various µP capabilities must be 
considered: (1) instruction execution speed, (2) suitable instruction 
set, (3) convenient 1/0 operation scheme, e.g., OMA, and (4) provision of 
floating-point arithmetic versus fixed-point arithmetic. Of the attri-
butes 1 isted above, the provision for floating-point arithmetic is consid-
ered to be among the most crucial. It is easy to see that, for the float-
ing-point arithmetic, sealing would be much more flexible than that for 
the fixed-point arithmetic. 
For the engine-HST control proposed in this study, some simple ~Ps 
may be applied. The LSl-11 µPis used because: (1) it has available 
floating-point arithmetic as a firmware option; (2) it can utilize the 
extensive software developed for the PDP-ll series of mini-computers; 
and (3) it has the ability for expansion to handle additional control 
functions effectively. 
6.4. J Features 
The important features of the LS!-11 are I isted below: 
1. 16-bit >vord (two 8-bit bytes). Direct addressing of 32K 16-bit 
words. 
2. 400 plus instruction set. The instruction set of more than 400 
instruction permits the user to take advantage of standard PDP-11 soft-
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ware. Inclusion of the optional floating instruction set (FIS). 
3. The processor module is built around a set of four N-channel MOS 
chips, which include control and data elements as well as two microcoded 
ready-only memories (MICROMS). 
4. Word or byte processing: very efficient hand! ing of 8-bit char-
acters. 
5. Asynchronous operation: system components run at their highest 
possible speed. 
6. Stack processing: hardware sequential memory manipulation makes 
it easy to handle structure data, subroutines, and interrupts. 
7. Direct memory access (OMA). 
8. Eight general-purpose registers. 
9. Priority-structured 1/0 system. 
10. Vectored interrupt: fast intarrupt response without device poll-
ing. 
11. Power-fail/Auto restart: Whenever DC power-sequencing signals 
indicate an impending AC power loss, a microcoded power-fail sequence is 
initiated. When power is restored, the processor can automatically re-
turn to the run state. 
6.4.2 System Organization 
A complete and powerful µC system can be configured by utilizing the 
µP, appropriate memory, 1/0 devices, and interconnection hardware. The 
LSl-11 bus is the interface which enables a complete system to be config-
ured .. All LSl-11 modules connected to this common bus structure receive 
the same interface signals. The LSl-11 bus control and data 1 ines are bi-
directional, open-controller 1 ines which are asserted when low. Al 1 trans-
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actions on the bus are asynchronous. The bus is composed of 16multiplexed 
data/address 1 ines, 6 data transfer control 1 ines, 6 system control lines, 
and 5 interrupt and direct memory access (DMA) control lines. The µP con-
nected to the LSl-11 bus controls the time allocation of the LSl-11 bus 
for peripherals and performs arithmetic and logic operations and instruc-
tion decoding. The µP is implemented with four LSI 40-pin chips. They 
are the control chip, the data chip, and two microm chips. The functions 
of each chip are briefly explained below: 
1. Control chip: The chip provides the micro-instruction address 
sequence for the microm and control for the data access part. It contains 
the features of programmable translation array, location counter, return 
register, data transfer control logic, and interrupt logic. 
2. Data chip: This chip incorporates the paths, registers, and 
logic to execute microinstructions. It offers the features of register 
file, arithmetic and logic unit (ALU), condition flags logic, and data/ 
address port. 
3. Microm chips: There are two chips which provide storage of the 
microcode for emulation of teh basic PDP-11/35, 40 instruction set, resi-
dent octal debugging technique (ODT) firmware, and resident ASCII/console 
routine. 
4. Optional third microm chip: An optional third microm can be add-
ed to the LSl-11 processor, via a socket available on the µP module, to 
extend the instruction set to include fixed and floating point arithmetic 
instructions. 
6.4.3 Instruction Timing 
Table V shows the execution times of representative LSI instruc-
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TABLE V 
LSl-11 INSTRUCTION TIMING 
Instruction Execution Time ( µ s) 
MOV 2.45 '\; 3.50 
ADD 3.50 '\; 4.20 
SUB 3.50 '\; 4.20 
CMP 3. 15 '\; 3.50 
XOR 3.50 'V 4.20 
CLR 3.85 'V 4.20 
I NC 4.20 '\, 4.90 





RTI 8.75 '\; 9. JO 
ALL BRANCH ES 3.50 
FADD 42. I 0 
FSUB 42.40 
FMUL 74.20 rv 12 l. I 0 
FDIV 151. 00 '\; 232.00 
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tions, including the floating-point instructions. Special attention 
should be given to the execution times of the following five instructions: 
(1) MOV, (2) FADD, (3) FSUB, (4) FMUL, and (5) FDIV. The instruction MOV 
will be necessary in obtaining data from and storing data in memory, while 
the other four instructions will constitute all the computations in float-
ing-point arithmetic performed in the µP. 
6. 5 Sohwa re Deve 1 opment 
6.5.1 Formating and Sealing 
The sensor input must be formated and scaled before the control alga-
rithrn can begin its calculation (Figure 13). First, the analog voltage 
signal for a particular input is converted to a 12-bit fixed-point binary 
number, which is then converted to a 32-bit floating-point representation. 
Next, the control algorithm must be calculated with the input scaled to 
the proper units. A sealing factor must be used to convert units of vol-
tage to the proper units of input before actual calculation of the control 
algorithm. The output from the control algorithm is converted from its 
units to volts, converted to fixed-point notation, then converted to an 
analog voltage, and sent to actuators. 
In order to save execution time, the sealing factors for the input 
and output should be incorporated in some physical constants (lake gains, 
time constants, etc.) if possible. For example, the scaling factor of 
the input signal S can be incorporated in the engine transport delay con-e 
stant K3 (see description of subroutine YSHIFT in section 6.5.2). 




I FIXED VOLTS UNITS FLOATING I 
TO TO CONTROL TO TO DIA 




I I --------- --- ---------------' 
Figure 13. Formating and Scaling 
6.5.2 Program Structure 
The calculations for the control algorithms are performed by a set 
of software programs that execute every sampling interval. The simplified 
flowchart of ·the main program of the control system is shown in Figure 14. 
The operating sequence is as follows: 
1. When the power is applied, the system is initialized; registers 
are cleared or set up to be used as counters and flags; storage areas in 
RAM are cleared or set to initial values. For the example system, the 
variables YI, YRD, DI, and DRD are set to the following values (see Appen-
dix C) ,which would be used by subroutine PIC. 
YI= 0.16 
YRD = 0. 16 
DI = 0 
DRD = 0. 
2. The sampling interval is based on the time-base input to insure 
that sampling is done at regular intervals. 
3. Six analog signals (Sc' S", Y, S , T,, T) are input via the data 
;i, e /,, e 


















6S + Scd - Sid 
No 
Move Variable Values of the 
Throttle Pl-Controller Into 
Specified Locations 
x + tis 
XI +YI 
Y + YRD 
Set Parameter Array Starting 
Address of the Throttle Pl-
Control ler Into Register RI 







Figure 14. Simplified Flow Chart of the Main Program 
for the Digital Control Algorithm 
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Store Variatle Values 
YI + XI 
YRO + Y 
Ca 11 YSH I FT 
No 
RETUl'\N 
Place Starting Address 
of Array OPTEI Into 
Register Rl1 
Place Starting Address 
of Array OPTE2 Into 
Register R4 
Place Starting Address 
of Array OPTE3 Into 
Register R4 
Place Starting Address 
of Array OPTE4 Into 
Register R4 
Place Starting Address 
of Array OPTE5 .Into 
Register R4 
Place Starting Address 
of Array OPTEG Into 
Register R4 
Place Starting Address 
of Ar~ay OPTE7 Into 
Register R4 
Figure 14. (Continued) 
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2 
Cai I FG -
RETURll 
AT ~ T - T op ed 
Yes 
AT+ 0 
Move Variable Values of the 
Displacement Pl~Controller 
Into Specified Locations 
x ..... t.T 
XI + DI 
Y + ORO 
Set Parameter P.rray Starting 
Address of the Displacement 
Pl-Controller Into Register RI 
Cal I PIC 
Store Variable Values 
DI + XI 
ORD+ Y 
?.EiURN 
Figure 14. (Continued) 
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Yd' Sed' Tid' Ted). The detailed software control process is shown in 
Figure 15. The processor selects the multiplexer channel address, trig-
gers the A/D conversion for that channel and transfers the digitized data 
from the A/D converter into memory after the conversion process is com-
plete. 
4. When all signals have been converted, the control algorithm is 
executed. Then the two computed control signals, Y and D , are trans-
r r 
rnitted to the plant via the data distribution unit. 
5. The program pointer returns to the starting point after cornplet-
ing one cycle and does this continuously according to the time-base input. 
6. The system will be reset through an interrupt service routine 
when the decelerator (brake) ls depressed to its full stroke in case of 
emergency. 
Three subroutines are called during control algorithm execution; 
they are PIC, YSHIFT, and FG. The PIC routine is used to calculate the 
Pl controller 1 s output based on the discrete algorithm, Equation (4. 18) 
or (4.20). The flowchart shown in Figure 16 shows that the routine checks 
the integrator output constraints first (see Equation (4. 19) or (4.23)), 
and then calculates the controller output. There are seven arguments in 
this routine, i . e. , 
Vadables~ 
X: error signal input 
XI: integrator output 
l Y: controller output 
YMAX: upper I imi t of integrator output 
YMI N: lower limit of integrator output 
Parameters 
TCONST: ( s a mp 1 i n g i n t e r v a 1 ) I ( i n t e g r a I time constant) 











Reset Done Bit 
Store AID 
Data in RAM 
Proceed 














XI+- XI+ X·TCONST 
Y +- GAIN· X + XI 
RETURN 
Flow Chart for Subroutine PIC 
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For each Pl controller, the initial values of integrator output and con-
trol ler output are initialized in the MAIN program; the values for the 
four parameters are stored in memory into an array in the sequence of 
YMAX, YMIN, TCONST, GAIN. Before each calling, the MAIN program moves 
the values of the three variables into memory locations X, XI, Y, and 
places the parameter array starting address for YMAX into the register Rt; 
then the data can access the subroutine through direct and indirect (in-
dexed) addressing. The register Rl functions as an address indicator. 
The addresses YMIN, TCONST, and GAIN can be indicated by means of the in-
crement instruction. 
The subroutine YSHIFT was designed to simulate the engine transport 
delay. It was employed in the feed-forward path to reduce the error sig-
nal between engine throttle input changes and output torque changes. The 
program logic of this routine is as fol lows: An array YS of length NYS 
is used to store the delayed throttle position values. At each sampling 
time, the uP determines where the delayed value is based on the engine 
transport delay, then it removes that value from the array and uses that 
value instead of the undelayed value. 
The array length NYS can be determined from the fol lowing equation: 
NYS Max. transport delay ~ . . 1 + 1.5 Sampling 1nterva ( 6. 1 ) 
From Equation (4.2), it can be seen that the engine maximum transport de-
lay occurs at idling condition. For the example system, K3 = 10.9 and 
Sidle= 70 rad/sec (see Appendix C). So, the maximum transport delay is 
0.156 sec (= K/Sidle). The selected sampling interval is 4 ms (see sec-
tion 6.6). Then, the array length is calculated as: 
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NYS 0. 156 ~ 0.004 + 1 .5 = 40.5; select 40 
If the maximum trnasport delay in Equation (6. 1) is replaced by the 
instant transport delay, the location of the value being removed is indi-
cated as follows: 
Location= Transport delay • • 1 + 1. 5 Sampl 1ng 1nterva 
= (~3) ~ + 1.5; (select the integer part) 
s ed 
(6.2) 
Figure 17 shows the flowchart of YSHIFT. It should be noted that in 
order to speed up the computation, the scaling factor for engine speed 
should be incorporated into (K3/Ts) before storing the constant. So, the 
value of C used in the flowchart was precalculated as: 
c = rK3) ~ r; /(Scaling factor of s ) e 
10.9 315 = 0.004 /(2047) 
= 17708. 2 
The undelayed value (i.e., the current throttle position value Yd) is 
directly stored in the memory location YS(l). After the delayed value 
has been removed to Y, all values in the array are renewed by serial s 
shift. 
The subroutine FG calculates the optimum engine loading torque T op 
corresponding to the delayed throttle position Y . This routine was 
s 
developed based on the table look-up and linear interpolation technique 
given in Appendix B. In order to simplify the control algorithm, the 
two-dimensional function generator (optimum engine operation schedule 
determined in section 2.2) was replaced by seven one-dimensional function 
Y = YS(l) 
d 
YS(2) 
YS ( 3) 
YS(NYS) 
M+- M - 1 
No 
YSHIFT 




M +- NYS - 1 
YS(M+ l) +-YS(M) 
Yes 
RETURN 
Figure 17. Flow Chart for Subroutine YSHIFT 
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generators (arrays OPTEl through OPTE7) as shown in Table I I. Before 
calling the subroutine, the µP determines the proper function generator 
based on the load torque Tid (see MAIN program flowchart in Figure 14), 
and then places the array starting address of the selected function gen-
erator into register R4. Figure 18 shows that the µP first calculates 
OUT according to Equation (B. l) or (8.2), and then separates the integer 
part and the fractional part of OUT by shifting operat1on. Two constants 
are read from memory: YO and RYDEL. YO is the minimum entry (i.e., the 
idling throttle position value); RYDEL is the inverse of the interval of 
table entries. N is the length of the function generator array. 
In order to compensate the digitized error, the value of YO and the 
values in the function generators (i.e., in Table II) were digitized 
based on the 12-bit A/D conversion level before being stored. 
Another software requirement is the inclusion of error signal check-
ing (see MAIN program flowchart in Figu:·e 14). 
6.6 Sampling Rate 
The sampling rate affects simulation accuracy and system stability. 
If the sampling rate is too slow, the system is essentially operating 
open-loop between sampling times. In addition to the stability require-
ments, the digitization approach must meet the signal reconstruction re-
quirements imposed by Shannon's sampling theorem [26). This theorem 
basically states that in order to reconstruct a continuous signal, the 
sampling rate must be at least twice as fast as the highest frequency 
contained in the signal. In practice, sampling rates ten times the the-
oretical limit are common [27). The higher limit on sampling rate is 
determined by the required computation time for the control algorithm. 
R4 








OUT+ RYDEL· (Y - YO)+ 1 
s 
l+LOUTJ 
F +- OUT - I 





Figure 18. Flo\"1 Chart for Subroutine f-G 
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So, the sampling rate must be selected appropriately based on the requir-
ed computational time and the sampling requirement. 
A computational summary of the control algorithm operations is shown 
in Table VI. In this table, the number of necessary arithmetic operations 
for each routine was counted approximately based on the flowcharts (Figures 
14 through 18); the computational time was determined on the basis of the 
execution times for fixed-point and floating-point arithmetic operations 
on the LSl-11 µP (given in Table V). The time for other instructions exe-
cution was estimated based on the execution times for instructions CLR, 
MOV, CMP, INC, JSR, RTS, and Branches etc. Since multiplication and divi-
sion take varying amounts of time for execution, the longest execution 
time is taken to make sure that the necessary computation is finished. 
The time required to convert the analog data to digital form is about 54 
µs, and for data distribution the time is 8 µs. Therefore, the total 
estimated computational time for executing the entire control algorithm 
is 2.82 ms. 
From Chapter VI I, the highest frequency of the open-loop engine-HST 
system model in the example system is about 20 Hz. In the computer simu-
lation of the entire system, a sampling rate of 250 Hz (12.5 times the 
highest system frequency) was used. With this sampling rate, there is no 
problem in completing all the required control operations and no informa-
tion is lost during signal reconstruction. 
The effects of the samp 1 i ng rate on the sys tern performance and fue 1 
economy wil 1 be discussed in section 9.2. 
6.7 Memory Requirements 
The memory requirements for the control algorithms of the engine-HST 
TABLE VI 
TOTAL COMPUTATIONAL SUMMARY (ESTIMATED) 
Computation 
ADD FADD FSUB FMUL FDIV Ti me (11 S) 
Data P roe es s 
MAIN 2 84.80 
PIC 1 2 2 326.40 
PIC2 2 2 326.40 
YSHIFT 1 l 1 278.30 
FG 3 I 2 2 381 . 70 
Totals 4 6 4 6 1 1397.60 
Total estimated computational time required = 2.82 ms 
Other lnstruc-
t ion Execution 











control system are shown in Table VI I. The memory requirement for the 
arithmetic instructions was estimated based on the flowcharts (Figures 14 
through 18). 
TABLE VI I 











6.8 Environmental Effects 
Many environmental factors must be considered in the design of a µP-
based controller. The primary considerations are noise, extremes of tem-
perature, shock and vibration, and moisture. There are several sources 
of electrical noise in the vehicle system. The ignition system with its 
spark generation is a primary source. Static electricity is a problem in 
moving vehicles. Also, CB radios may contribute a possible source of 
noise. Actually the consideration of these factors is very complex and 
could be the subject of additional research. Usually, analog filters are 
required to filter the noise. A screen box can be used to package the en-
tire µC and to get rid of some electrical noise. 
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The ranges of ambient temperature could vary depending on the envir-
onment. Components should be selected to function over the required 
range; those that cannot operate over the required temperature range 
would require protection. In some cases, the µC components and memory 
would require supplementary heating elements prior to initial operation. 
Mobile equipment often will be subjected to shock and vibration 
caused by the terrain. In addition, the engine and other components are 
often sources of vibration on the vehicle. In order to protect against 
shock and moisture, the µC should be packaged in an environmentally iso-
lated container. This container should be mounted so that damping 
effects would minimize shock and vibration hazards. The entire package 
should be located in the driver 1 s cab, where there is maximum protection 
from these hazards. 
CHAPTER V 11 
SAMPLING REQUIREMENT 
As stated previously, 1n addition to the stability requirement, a 
digitization approach must meet the signal reconstruction requirements im-
posed by Shannon's sampling theorem. In this chapter, the highest fre-
quency of the open-loop engine-HST system model is calculated to check if 
the sampling requirement is met. 
Before calculating the highest system frequency, the mathematical 
model of the engine-HST system must be linearized and formed into a trans-
fer function (see Appendix D). 
There are four inputs in the 1 inearized system; each is treated inde-
pendently of the others. From Appendix D, the output to each input is de-
scribed as: 
t V _ NA ( 1) 
6.Yr - DA(6)s 5 + DA(5)s 4 + DA(4)s 3 + DA(3)s 2 + DA(s)s + DA(l) 
(7. 1) 
6.V NB(2)s + NB(1) --= 
DB(5)s 4 6.D DB(4)s 3 2 DB(2)s + DB ( l) rp + + DB(3)s + 
(7.2) 
6. v NC(3)s2 + NC(2)s + NC(l) 
60= ' ) 4 DB ( 4) s 3 + DB(3)s 2 + DB(2)s + DB ( 1) rm DB \5 s + 
(7. 3) 
ND(3)s2 + ND(2)s + ND(l) - = ~---..;.-...;------'-----------~ 
DD(4)s 3 + DD(3)s 2 + DD(2)s + DD(l) 




!:iV = change of vehicle ve 1 oc i ty; 
!:iY = change of engine throttle control signal ; r 
Li[) = change of pump displacement control signal; rp 
t. D = change of motor displacement control signal ; and rm 
!:i.~ = change of the slope of terrain. 
The coefficients in the numerators and the denominators were defined in 
Table XI 11. 
The highest system frequency can be found as follows: Determine the 
maximum root of each denominator of Equations (7. 1), (7.2), and (7.4) in-
dependently for a particular operating point. The maximum value of the 
three maximum roots is the maximum frequency of the open-loop engine-HST 
system for this particular operating point. Repeat this process for the 
other operating points, and determine the highest frequency of the engine-
HST system model. 
A computer program was developed for the maximum natural frequency 
determination (see Appendix G.3). In this program, a subroutine POLRT 
(from the IBM scientific subroutine package) is called to calculate the 
real and complex roots of the denominator polynomials. Table VI I I shows 
the maximum frequencies of the example engine-HST system model at various 
operating points. From this table, it can be seen that the highest fre-
·k 
quency of the example system is about 20 Hz. Based on Shannon's theorem, 
if the sampling rate is taken at least two times this value, that is, 40 
Hz, there is no loss of information. Because the highest frequency for a 
closed loop system is greater than that for an open loop system, and 
·h 
The reason for 20 Hz for all cases in Table VI I I is: There is a 
negative real root of -125 (in unit of rad/sec) in the denoMinator of 
Equation (7. 1), which is independent of the operating points and is the 
maximum root of the system. 
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TABLE VI I I 
HIGHEST FREQUENCY FOR ENGINE-HST SYSTEM MODEL 
ALPHA I Stl OP l DMI PI Vl F !'IA> 
------------------------------------------------------------
I). 0 7 u .1 o. 04 8 0. 50 1 2c; o. 1 12. c l 9. c; 
o. 0 1\Jo •'+ OeJ23 0 .4 0 l .qi i. 1 HOeC 1 "• <; 
u. 0 1'+.2.!:> o • .32 3 Oe263 1045e<i 3EOeO 1 9. c; 
v.o lo \it od 0.::23 o.1ae 4:25~.2 576. c 19. c; 
o. 0 2udeQ Oe323 OeC:25 25E3ef 1eo.o 19. <; 
le 14 11.~ Oe Cf 5 Oe501 es e.a 12.0 l 9. <; 
1el4 1 V \it eQ. o. 3 .2:: 0 .50 l c;<: 2. e I 4 4e 0 l 9e 'ii 
'· 1 4 l:, o. 1 Oe323 Oe.326 lf4le6 Joo.o 19. c; 
le 14 l'iiloe2 o. 2c; c; Oo239 272Eo9 4eo.o 19 .• c; 
le14 21 ... 1 o.J2J o.2aa c544e7 t c 4e 0 I <ie c; 
2. 26 71. s; o. 081 0 .so 1 1427.4 12.0 19 • ., 
4'o2tl lOb o4 0 • 2'i I a.silt 14ii.5 1c:c.o 19. c; 
2e28 1:;iv.7 Oe323 Oe40 1 1'i7let c40e0 ii;•.c; 
"• 2 c 1~4.0 o. 2 c; c; Oe.313 2742e9 3EOeO 19. c; 
.2.26 25& o2 0.::2:: o. ~5 1 cEl~e9 4 e c. o 19. c; 
.3. 44:: 12 • .+ Oe G97 0 .so 1 1c:;c;5.4 12.0 19e <; 
.3. 4 2 l l ..;). 7 o. 2 83 Oo50l 2045.5 12000 I 9 • 9 
J.42 17 U e:;> 0.323 0 .45 I C:Ji4e6 24 o. 0 1 c;. c; 
.3. 42 23 Oe '-# Oe32J Oe42() 26 4 E • l Jfl).0 l 9. c; 
4o5o 7 t!. .1 0. 113 0.:01 <:!:(<:.e 12.c 19. c; 
... so 129 .1 Oe258 0 .so 1 2t12.c; l c 0. 0 1 c;. c; 
4• Sc 1-:> i.o o. 307 a.soi 2674.2 216.0 19. c; 
4. St> 2~ l .9 Oo.323 o.501 27! 1. 3 312. 0 19. c; 
::.. 7 0 ~7.2. o. oc; 7 0.so1 312<;.J 12.0 19. c; 
s. 70 l J<!. CJ o. 218 a.soi Jlcf.6 c;6.0 19o9 
::..10 t!.U ;jeO o.2so o .~o i ~ £ '~. <; I<;; ce 0 1 c;. lj 
:). 7 0 24 le u o. 283 Oe50l 3277.J 2f4.0 19. c; 
ooS4 J. 01 .1 o. l 0 5 Oe5Cl 3f54.7 12. c 19. 'i 
Q.84 1Z2eb Oe178 0 .sol 3714e!! ea. o 19. c; 
b• S4 1'iloe9 o. 210 Oe501 J 7 5 e. 1 144.0 19 .c; 
oe84 2.J 9 •Ii o. 24 2 o.so1 Jee~. 1 216. 0 19. c; 
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there is neither an infinite string of pulses nor an ideal reconstruction 
filter, sampling rates greater than this theoretical limit are typically 
used in practice. In the example system, a sampling rate of 250 Hz (about 
12.5 times the highest system frequency) was used, which is fast enough 
to meet the signal reconstruction requirement. 
CHAPTER VI I I 
CONTROLLER PARAMETERS ADJUSTMENT 
The drive dynamic performance is affected by the adjustment of the 
Pl controller parameters. In addition, from Reference [28] it can be 
seen that the drive economy also depends on the controller adjustment. 
Hence, it is possible to apply an optimization technique to find optimum 
values for the controller gains cl' c2 and integral time constants '1' '2· 
8. 1 Optimum Synthesis 
The optimum design of the vehicle drive system requires the identifi-
cation of the values of the controller parameters c;, c;, 
;': ·'· 
and '~ at c 1 ' 
which the fuel consumption is minimum. The optimum gains and time con-
stants thus found should also provide satisfactory drive dynamic perfor-
mance. The fuel consumption per unit of distance traveled, f, was defined 
in section 4.9. The dynamic performance of the drive system is measured 
by the performance index, which is defined as the integral of time multi-
plied by the absolute value of the vehicle velocity error over a given 
ti me i nte rva 1 , T , i.e. , 
m 
t 
ITAE = J rn t:~v1 dt 
I I 
0 
The optimum procedure is outlined below. First, the controller para-
meters are adjusted to minimize the performance index to some satisfactory 
value A. Then, the parameters are adjusted to minimize the fuel 
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consumption with the requirement on drive dynamic performance as an impl i-
cit constraint. The criterion for the optimum synthesis of the vehicle 
drive system can be expressed mathematically as fol lows: 
Objective function: minimize [f] 
Subject to: 
and 
c1 > o 
CZ > 0 
T] > 0 
T z ·> 0 





In this study, a direct search optimization known as the simplex 
method [29, 30] was used. This method is simple and does not require the 
function derivatives. The optimization procedure is outlined in Appendix 
E. The coded program is given in Appendix G.4. In the program, the pen-
alty function technique [31] was used to handle the implicit constraint. 
8.Z Optimum Parameters Search 
·}: ;': -!: 
Using the optimization algorithm, the optimum parameters cl, CZ' Tl, 
and 'z can be found for a given driving schedule. A full-stroke accelera-
tor step input (V = 45 mph) applied on the example system was taken to c 
demonstrate the search for the optimum system adjustment. The computer 
output is contained in Appendix G.h. The selected values of the 
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parameters C1, C2 , Tl, and T2 , and the fuel consumption f, performance 
index ITAE, etc. for each optimization run also are presented in Appendix 
G.4. The values for cl' c2, '1' and T2 are automatically selected by the 
optimization algorithm. After 18 iteration runs, the improved adjustment 
of the controller settings improve the vehicle fuel economy by approxi-
mately 2.2 percent (see Table IX). This is achieved by slowing down the 
throttle controller (gain c1 is decreased and time constant 'l is increas-
ed) and speeding up the displacement controller (gain c2 is increased and 
time constant , 2 is decreased). In other words, the drive is trying to 
smooth the engine throttle changes and to adhere more closely to the pre-
scribed engine loading torque versus throttle position schedule. 
TABLE IX 
EFFECTS OF CONTROLLER PARAMETERS ON FUEL ECONOMY 
AND SYSTEM DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
Pre 1 i min a ry I r:rp roved 
Adjustment Adjustment,., 
c1 0.33 0.28 
c2 18.20 20.27 
'1 1. 00 l. 69 
'2 5.00 4.23 
f 4.75 11. 64 
ITAE 2.88 x 10 4 3. 20 x 10 4 
'{: 
18 For iterations. 
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The improvement in fuel consumption is not too impressive, because 
the iteration was limited to 18 steps. The reason for this limitation is 
that for a given driving schedule, the complete set of equations repre-
senting the drive dynamics has to be solved to calculate the fuel consump-
tion f and the system performance index ITAE. It is necessary to solve 
the entire system of dynamic equations repeatedly for every set of c1, c2 , 
Tl and T2 . Therefore, the optimization process is computer time consum-
ing. One way to overcome this drawback is to employ the hybrid computer 
technique [32]. In this approach, the vehicle system is modeled on a high 
computing speed analog computer, whereas the control algorithm calcula-
tion, parameter optimization, implicit constraint checking, and the analog 
computer control are performed in the digital section. With this tech-
nique, more i°mprovement in fuel consumption may be obtained by increasing 
the iteration steps. It would be worthwhile to investigate the feasibil-
ity of this idea in further detail. However, the results should be con-
sidered with caution. Some dynamic performance will be sacrificed as a 
result of this optimization process. Thus, there is a compromise between 
fuel saving and system dynamic performance. 
Since the hybrid computing technique results in a substantial reduc-
tion in simulation time, the optimization process can be used to search 
the optimum parameter settings corresponding to different amplitude step 
input or different driving schedules. Then variable gains and time con-
stants µP-based controller design is feasible (which is more difficult to 
implement with analog components). 
CHAPTER IX 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter includes system performance evaluation and discussion. 
The first part consists of determining the velocity and acceleration re-
sponse for different road conditions from the example vehicle response to 
the accelerator pedal step input. The second part discusses the effects 
of driver operation, engine transport delay, crossover controller set-
tings, and sampling rate on fuel economy, and system dynamic performance. 
9. l Example System Performance 
The vehicle response (e.g., velocity versus time) to an accelerator 
pedal step input was calculated using the simulation program given in 
Appendix G.5. The observation period was 150 sec, in which the system 
comes sufficiently close to the steady state. 
9. 1. l Level Road, No Wind Conditions 
Figures l9a,b show the vehicle response to a full-stroke accelerator 
step input (V = 45 mph) on a level road without wind with 4 ms sampling 
c 
interval. All important system variables are plotted. The following per-
formance values were obtained from these results: 
The velocity after 150 seconds is: 
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The average acceleration from 79.2 to 712.8 in./sec in 50. l sec 
(rise time) is: 
V = 12.65 in./sec2 (0.72 mph/sec) 
9. 1 .2 Uphill Road, No Wind Conditions 
The vehicle response to a full-stroke accelerator pedal step input 
(V = 45 mph), when the vehicle was initially at rest on a 12 percent 
c 
(6.84°) uphill road and no wind conditions, is shown in Figures 20a,b. 
The vehicle velocity after 150 seconds is: 
vl50 = 219. 12 in./sec (12.45 mph) 
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The response to a partial stroke accelerator pedal step input (V = 
c 
15 mph) for~ 12 percent (6.84°) uphill road is shown in Figures 2la,b. 
The vehicle velocity after 150 seconds is: 
v150 = 211 .2 in./sec (12 mph) 
The differences between Figures 20 and 21 are discussed in the following 
section. 
9.2 Discussion 
This section presents the results of computer simulation investiga-
tions of the effects of driver operation, engine transport delay, cross-
over control circuit setting, controller parameter adjustment, and samp-
ling time interval on the fuel consumption and system dynamic response. 
9.2. l Effects of Driver Operation 
The computer output for the vehicle responses to the full-stroke 
(V = 45 mph) and the partial stroke (V = 15 mph) accelerator pedal step 
c c 
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SYMBOL V~RIABLE SCALE FACTOR UNIT 
1 v 7.92 E 2 ln/aec 
2 Se 3.15 E 2 rad/sec 
3 Te 3.00 E 2 in-tbf 
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System Response to an Accelerator Partial Stroke Step 
Input (Ve= 15 mph) on an Uphill Road (G(%) = 12) 
With 4 ms Sampling Interval 
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input on a 12 percent uphill road without wind are compared in Table X. 
It reveals that the case with V = 45 mph results in a faster dynamic re-
c 
sponse and a poorer fuel economy than that in the case with V = 15 mph. 
c 
Therefore, in order to achieve the lowest fuel consumption, the engine 
throttle changes should be slow. Of course, the dynamic response will 
suffer in this case. 
TABLE X 
EFFECTS OF STEP INPUT AMPLITUDE ON FUEL ECONOMY 
AND SYSTEM DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
-.v f v150 Rise Time;·, c 
15 mph 1 3. 1 3 12.00 mph 105.3 sec 
45 mph 14. 77 12.45 mph 17. 5 sec 
'"The rise times were calculated based on the 
steady-state maximum vehicle velocity of 12.45 mph. 
For the purpose of getting rid of the unfavorable effect of sudden 
engine throttle changes on the fuel economy, for example, a function 
LIMIT can be incorporated in the control algorithm to change the acceler-
ator pedal step input into a limited ramp input. Figures 22a,b show the 
resulting vehicle response to the ful 1-stroke accelerator pedal step in-
put (V = 45 mph) on a level road. The step input was replaced by a ramp 
c 
input (saturated at 50 sec) according to the following relationships: 
v 
V =__,;:.·LIMIT (T, 50) 
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= 0.9 LIMIT (T, 50) 
where the function LIMIT is the same as that defined in section 4.7. T 
is the time, and 50 sec was selected as the 1 imit of the ramp input. In 
this example, the fuel economy is improved about 10 percent compared with 
the case shown in Figure 19. 
9.2.2 Effects of Engine Transport 
Delay and Function of YSHIFT 
Due to engine transport delay, the first reaction of the control 
system to an input change is to move the transmission ratio in the wrong 
direction, which could lead to an engine stall problem. This problem 
can be best explained with reference to the control system diagram in 
Figure 6. Suppose there is no function YSHIFT in the feed forward path. 
When the throttle position is changed, the function generator (FG) will 
generate an optimum engine loading torque, T , corresponding to the cur-op 
rent throttle position value. This T is compared with the actual engine 
op 
loading torque, T; then a positive torque error (6.T>O) is generated, 
e 
which tends to stroke the pump disolacement and increase the engine load-
ing torque. However, due to engine transport delay, no evidence of the 
change of the throttle position is observed in the engine output torque. 
Therefore, engine stall may occur. 
To prevent this potential stall problem, a software function YSHIFT 
was employed in the control system. The function YSHIFT acts like a de-
lay element. It is used to delay the sensed throttle position signal 
(and the optimum engine loading torque) by a period approximately equal 
to the engine transport delay. Then the error signal resulted from the 
96 
engine transport delay may be eliminated and system stabi 1 ity will be 
improved. 
9.2.3 Effects of Crossover Control 
Circuit Settings 
In order to simplify the control algorithm, a crossover controller 
was used to phase the pump and motor displacements. The conventional 
crossover controller settings used for identical pump and motor sizes may 
not be suitable when the pump and motor are of different sizes. In the 
example system, the size of the pump is smaller than that of the motor. 
If D is set to 1/2 D (say 0. I amp; see Figure 9), and the input c rmax 
signal D is increased from 0 to 0.1 amp, the pump displacement will in-
r 
crease from 0 to maximum (0.323 in. 3/rad). As D is further increased 
r 
from 0. 1 to 0.2 amp, then the motor displacement will decrease from maxi-
mum (0.501 in. 3/rad) to 0. Since the ratios (pump and motor) of the dis-
placement changes to the input current changes are different, it can be 
seen that for small input signal range, the pump displacement increases 
very slowly. The result may be an unacceptable following of the optimum 
engine loading torque versus throttle position schedule. 
The responses of two systems were compared by using computer simula-
tion. System No. 1 contains a crossover controller with D = 1/2 D c rmax 
and i 1;i2 = 1. System No. 2 contains a crossover control circuit with 
D = D D /(D +Dmm) and i 1;i2 = D ID - 1. The results (see c pm rmax pm rmax c 
Table XI) reveal that system No. 2 has better fuel economy and dynamic 
performance than system No. 1. Thus, it can be concluded that the cross-
over controller settings determined by the scheme described in section 
4.7 appear the most suitable. 
TABLE XI 
EFFECTS ON CROSSOVER CONTROLLER SETTINGS ON FUEL 
ECONOMY AND SYSTEM DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
System f I TAE 
No. 4.66 3.20 x 104 
No. 2 4.64 3. 19 x 104 
9.2.4 Effects of Controller Parameters Adjustment 
From section 8.2, it was found that the drive system with improved 
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controller adjustment achieves better fuel economy than the system before 
optimization. But the system dynamic performance will suffer. 
9.2.5 Effects of Sampling Rate 
Figures 23 and 24 show the vehicle responses to a full-stroke accel-
erator step input with sampling time intervals of 6 ms and 8 ms, respec-
tively. The 6 ms (166 Hz) sampling interval gave an asymptotic steady 
response, but the 8 ms (125 Hz) sampling interval caused the system to 
approach a 1 imit cycle. When the sampling interval is increased, the 
torque error signal ~T as well as other system variables become oscilla-
tory. The reason for the osciallation is that the amplitude of the 11step 11 
control signal D is increased as the sampling interval is increased. For r 
an 8 ms sampling interval, the amplitude of D increases so far that the 
r 
pump/motor displacements are overstroked; this in turn overloads the 
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negative 6T then overreduces the amplitude of D and causes reverse 
r 
effects on pump/motor displacements, engine loading torque, and torque 
error itself. The interaction proceeds continuously. 
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The variation of the fuel consumption and the dynamic performance in-
dex with the sampling interval for the example vehicle model is shown in 
Table XI I. Although the effects are not very large, the larger sampling 
interval (e.g., 8 ms) does result in the lowest fuel economy and forces 
the system to oscillate. So, in order to obtain good drive economy and 
system stability, the sampling rate should be the maximum possible based 




TABLE XI I 
EFFECTS OF SAMPLING TIME INTERVAL ON FUEL 
ECONOMY AND SYSTEM DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE* 
-
Ts .c ITAE I 
ms 4.645 3. 193 x 104 
ms 4.646 3. 190 x 10 4 
mst 4.699 3. 183 x 104 
..," Results were obtained based on 2 ms 
integration step size . 
.j. 
1 The sampling interval of 8 ms causes 
the system to approach a limit cycle. 
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It should be noted that in the discrete system computer simulation, 
the integration step size should be chosen to be a submultiple of the 
sampling interval to insure that an integration is performed when the 
sampling switch closes. The results listed in Table XI I were obtained 
based on a step size of 2 ms. 
CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
10. 1 Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a design procedure for 
microprocessor-based control of an engine-hydrostatic transmission system 
and to examine the feasibility of the concept on the basis of the system 
efficiency and dynamic perforrnnnce through use of a practical example. 
The design portion of the thesis entails the development of power 
and control circuits, sizing of the system components for a given speci-
fication, derivation of the digital control algorithms, µP selection, and 
sampling interval estimation. The preliminary system design is followed 
by optimum adjustment of the system controller parameters to produce maxi-
mum fuel economy. The design process was aided by the IBM 370 digital 
computer. Five computer programs were developed. They are: 
Program 1: for system sizing 
Program 2: for optimum operation search 
Program 3: for the h;ghest system frequency calculation 
Program 4: for controller parameters adjustment 
Program 5: for simulation. 
The preliminary design procedure can be summarized as fol lows: 
l. Calculate engine size from Equation (5.2) based on given system 
s pee i f i cat ion. 
2. Provide engine data and vehicle specification as input to 
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computer program 1. Select a combination of pump, motor, and gear ratios 
from the computer output based on the commercial availability of compo-
nents and transmission efficiency. 
3. Determine the optimum system operating conditions by using pro-
gram 2, and then develop the function generator which schedules the opti-
mum operation. 
4. Select µP, interface elements, and electrohydraul ic hardware 
(see sections 6. 1 through 6.4). 
5. Code the µC program based on the control algorithm structure 
given in section 6.5.2 and calculate the total computational time. 
6. Calculate the highest frequency of the engine-HST system model 
using program 3. Check the sampling requirement. 
7. Adjust controller parameters using program 4. 
8. Evaluate the system static and dynamic performance using program 
5. 
An example system was used to demonstrate the design procedure. The 
performance of the example system was determined for a step input in the 
accelerator position. The example system is very stable. The effects of 
driver operation, engine transport delay, crossover control circuit set-
tings, controller parameter adjustnent, and sampling time interval on 
the fuel consumption and system dynamic performance were studied. The 
following conclusions can be made: 
I. Drive economy can be improved by proper engine loading. Economy 
also can be achieved by smooth operation of the throttle, but at the ex-
pense of dynamic performance. 
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2. Engine transport delay imposes an unfavorable effect on the 
drive system. But this problem can be effectively overcome by using the 
stored function YSHIFT. 
3. For phasing a nonidentical pump and motor, the crossover control 
circuit settings can be adjusted such that the rate of pump displacement 
change equals the rate of motor displacement change. This strategy will 
lead to a better fuel economy and system performance than that with the 
conventional crossover controller settings. 
4. The drive economy can be improved by optimizing the controller 
parameters. However, some dynamic performance will be sacrificed. 
5. The drive economy and system dynamic performance are related to 
the sampling time interval. From the example system, it can be seen that 
there were no significant effects on the fuel economy and dynamic perform-
ance when the sampling interval was increased from 4 ms to 6 ms; however, 
as the sampling interval was increased to 8 ms, the fuel economy became 
worse and the system response became unstable. Therefore, the sarnpl ing 
interval should be chosen as small as possible. 
6. In addition to the fuel savings, the use of a µP-based controller 
for an engine-HST system offers the unique advantage of small size, light 
weight, low power consumption, high reliability, and programming flexibil-
ity. Flexibility and computation capability are the major advantages 
gained by the µP-based controller. The µC program can be extended to per-
form other tasks, such as display functions, safety warning functions, and 
some functions recommended in section 10.2, etc. Meanwhile, there is re-
dundant time to perform those functions (e.g., for the example system, a 
sampling interval of 6 ms is still acceptable because it gave an 
asymptotic steady response). All of these benefits would seem to make 
the development of this control system viable. 
10.2 Recommendations for Future Study 
The following areas are recommended for future study: 
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1. The hardware of the crossover control circuit could be replaced 
by software, and thereby make more effective use of the capability of the 
µP. 
2. The possibility of replacing the throttle Pl controller with a 
sophisticated function generator should be investigated. The function 
generator would generate an optimum throttle position signal as a func-
tion of the speed error signal. 
3. In cases where maximum acceleration is the important performance 
criterion, then fuel economy would play a secondary role. A second func-
tion generator could be developed based on the maximum acceleration per-
formance criterion. The driver could select or change the control mode 
from one to another depending on which performance criterion is valued. 
4. The promising results of this study suggest implementing the pro-
posed control system in hardware. 
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APPENDIX A 
STATIC SYSTEM MODEL 
The static or steady-state model used for searching the optimal oper-
ating conditions can be derived from the dynamic system model (Chapter IV) 
as fol lows. 
Forcing the derivative terms in Equations (4.6), (4.7), (4.9) through 
(4.11), (4.14), and (4.15) yields 
s T 
G e p = 5= r p p e 
s Tl 
G m = -= r m SQ, m 
T - (fl + cfp D )P + c \.! dp p i-' pm 
T = (D - cfm D ) p - c \.! m rn mm dr:i 
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+ c sm 
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All variables and constants were defined previously. 
Rearrange Equation (A.5) to get 
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mm [d d s - (d d D + c c d ) s ] = m c 1 me p p me m r 1 m m 
(A. 15) 
where 
d = d + cfp pc p (A. 16) 
d = d - c me m fm (A. l 7) 
Rearrange Equation (A. 15) to get 
s 1 [ i.l 
cl 
T (dmc d D + cl Cd )S ] d d D + p m m r m m 
me p mm 
(A. 18) 
With the defined variables, Equation (A. 6) becomes 
I I 3 
c 
Q = D (d S + ~ P) mm m m µ (A. I 9) 
Equations (A. I), (A.2), (A. 7) through (A. 14), (A.16) through (A. 19) 
together with Equation (2.5) and engine performance data may be used to 
find the optimum operations for al I interesting load conditions (given 
vehicle velocity V and road slope¢). The details of the searching pro-
gram are given in Appendix G.2. 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE LOOK-UP AND Bl-LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
A table of numbers can be built from the optimum operating conditions 
(obtained in section 2.2) and directly store the table in a memory unit. 
Then the µP can determine the desired data by using the following table 
look-up and bi-linear interpolation technique which eliminates the need 
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I ._ _________ --xA 4Y 
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A3 a2 •4 
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Figure 25. Typical FG Table 
Suppose the value of A as a function of x and y is to be determined 
corresponding to the two values given xp and yp as shown in Figure 25. 
First, the µP computes the address of the table entries A1, A2 , A3 and A4. 
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If the table entries are spaced at equal intervals (t..x, t..y), then 
x - x 
p 0 
6x 
= 11 (integer part)+ f 1 (fractional part) ( B. 1 ) 
yp - Yo 
6.y = 12 (integer part)+ f 2 (fractional part) (8.2) 
where 11 is the address for xi and 12 is the address for y i. The frac-
t iona 1 parts f 1 and f 2 will be used for 1 inear interpolation between 
table entries x. and x. 1 , and between table entries y. and y. 1 , respec-1 1+ I 1+ 
ti ve 1 y, as 
al Al + fl • (A 2 
- A ) 
1 
(8.3) 
a2 = A3 + f 1 • (A4 - A3) (8.4) 
then 
A = al + f 2 • (a - a ) 2 1 ( B. 5) 
The division by ~x, 6y in Equations (B. 1) and (8.2) can be replaced with 
multiplication by l/6x, l/6y in order to save computer time. 
APPENDIX C 
DETERMINATION OF ENGINE CONSTANTS AND THE LIMITS 
OF PI -CONTROLLERS' INTEGRATOR OUTPUT 
C. 1 Engine Damping Coefficient 
Figure 26 shows the torque-speed characteristics of the A042 mil i-
tary engine. The approximate slope of the constant throttle position 
1 ines can be found from the tangent to the full throttle envelope in the 
vicinity of the maximum engine power, HPE [17]. The tangent is in max 
fact the constant throttle position line for full throttle position Y max 
of a 1 inearized engine model. From Equation (4. J), the engine loading 
torque in the steady state is 
The intersection of the tangent and the T -axis gives the maximum input 
e 
torque T = 560 in.-lbf, and that with the S -axis gives S = 595 ymax e emax 
rad/sec. It is seen that the damping coefficient K2 can be determined as: 
-
K T /S 2 ymax emax 
= 0.94 in.-lbf-sec/rad. 
C.2 Throttle Gain 
Assuming a 1 inear relationship between the throttle position and the 
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Figure 26. Torque-Speed Characteristics of an A042 Military Engine 
'..I 
For the maximum values Y max 
1.222 rad (70°) and T = 560 in.-lbf, ymax 
then 
K1 = 458.37 in.-lbf/rad. 
C.3 Transport Delay Constant 
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According to Reference [17], for a 1725 cc four-cylinder, four-stroke 
spark ignition engine, the transport delay constant is 10.9 rad. The se-
lected A042 engine is a 695 cc, two-cylinder, four-stroke SI engine. It 
fires half as frequently as a four-cylinder, four-stroke SI engine. 
Since the engine size is only 695 cc, so the transport delay constant for 
the selected ·engine is estimated as: 
K3 = 10.9 rad. 
C.4 Idling Throttle Position 
The idling engine loading torque results from the torque loss in the 
main pump. From Equations (4.6) and (4.9), the idling engine loading 
torque is: 
Tidle = C µ D s /G dp pm p p 
= cdp µ D sidle 
/G2 
pm p 
= 2.37 in -1 bf 
for idling speed Sidle = 70 rad/sec. The idling throttle position is 
then obtained from Table Ill by linear interpolation. 
Y.dl = Y . = 0. 17 deg. 
1 e min 
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C.5 Upper and Lower Limits of Pl Controllers' 
Integrator Output 
From Equation (4.26) the minimum input current to the electric servo-
drive which is needed to maintain the idling throttle position under 
steady state is: 
y 0. l (Yidle) = r y 
max 
-4 
= 2.43xl0 amp 
The equivalent voltage for 100~ resistance is: 
Y = 2.43x10-2 volt 
rh 
This value is the output of the zero order hold and the 12-bit D/A con-
verter. Based on the functions, ZHOLD and SIGOUT in Appendix G.S, the in-
put to the D/A concerter can be computed as: 
Xl = 2~6 7 (2.43x10-2 ) = 4.97 
YRD 66 = 2047 (Xl) = 0. 16 
In practice, this value (voltage) comes from the throttle Pl controller, 
so from Equation (4.18) or subroutine PIC (see Appendix G.5) it is easy 
to see that the lower limit of the integrator output of the throttle Pl 
cont ro 1 le r i s : 
YI. =0.16 
mt n 
Following the same procedure, the upper 1 imit of the integrator output is: 
YI 66. 
max 
Similarly, the lower and upper limits of the integrator output of 
the displacement Pl controller are: 
DI . = 0. 
min 
DI = 300. max 
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APPENDIX D 
LINEARIZED MODEL AND TRANSFER FUNCTION OF 
THE ENGINE-HST SYSTEM 
D. 1 Linearized Model 
In order to linearize the equations for use in getting the transfer 
function for the engine-HST system, assume that all system variables 
undergo small changes from an initial steady-state operating condition. 
Let the subscript i denote the initial value of each variable before the 
change occurs. Then 
s = s + 65 e ei e 
T = T + lT e ei e 
y = Y. + D.Y 
I 
p = p. + c.P 
I 
and so on. The linearization is accomplished by expanding the expressions 
in each equation with a first-order Taylor series about the steady-state 
operating condition, restricting the disturbances to small perturbations. 
Thus the product of perturbed variables will be small and can be neglect-
ed. Then the linearized forms of Equations (4.1), (4.6), (4.7), (4.9), 
(4.11), (4.14), (4.15), (4.26), (4.27), and (4.28) are: 
(J s + K2 L'IS c · e ( D. 1 ) 
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tis = G 6S 
e p p 
6T = 6T /G 
e p p 
tS = G m 6Si m 
6T = LIT /G 
m !l m 
LT = E 6P + P. D.D - E4 6S m 2 1 m m 
t:.V = R 65 
Q, 
D . 65 + S • i':.D - D . 
p I p p I p ml 
(Ts+l)D.Y=K 6Y 
y y r 
( T d s + 1 ) 6 DP = K Li D p rp 
-K 60 
m rm 










( D. 7) 
(D.3) 
( D. 9) 
(D. 10) 
( D. 1 I ) 
( D. 12) 
(D.13) 
\vhere s is the Laplace operator, and E1, E2 , E3, ... , etc. are derived 
coefficients (see Table X~tl). The pertu~bed variables LS , t.Y, 6T, etc. 
e e 
indicate the Laplace transforms of variables. Other variables and con-
stants were defined previously. 
D.2 Transfer Function 
During derivation of the transfer function, the derived coefficients 
should be read with reference to Table XI II. Combine Equations (D. l), 
(D.2), (D.3), and (D.6) to yield: 
(J s + E9)G
2 65 
c p p 
-t l. s 
= G K e 1 L:. Y - E LP - P. 6 D 
p l 1 I p 
( D. 14) 
Combining Equations (D.4), (D.5), (D. 7), (D.9), and (D.10) yields 
Combining Equations (D.4), (D.5), (D.8), and (D.9) yields 
D . G 
:, s 
p = ~ [(E5s + E6)t1P - spi fl.DP+ 
pi 
m1R m t:,.V + S . i:.D J 
m1 m 
Substituting Equation (D.16) into Equation (D.14) to get 
p. D • J E )S . - I pi lD 
9 p I G2 p 
p 
- (J s + E ) mi rn lV ' 6.D ( 
D • G ) 
c 9 R + -mi m 
Substituting Equation (D. 15) into Equation (D. 17) to get 
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( D. 15) 
( D. I 6) 
( D. I 7) 
(J E 2 E E ) [-P, (M E ) 'V E '"' P /\Orn] c 5 s + 12 s + 13 G cs+ JO u + 11 ~~ - i -
m 
p. D • ] 




D . G 
m1R m 6. V + S . 
m1 
Rearranging Equation (D.18) to get 
rn ) m 
( D. 1 8) 
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( D. 19) 
Substituting Equations (D.11), (D.12), (D.13) into Equation (D.19) yields 
-1- s 
~ 1 i 
E29 e 
6. V = ---""T"'----=3,..;;-----2,,...------- 6. yr 
(E30 s + E31 s + E32 s + E33 s + E20) 
+ NB(2)s + NB(l) 6.D 
DB(S)s4 + DB(4)s 3 + DB(3)s2 + DB(2)s + DB(l) rp 
NC(3)s 2 + NC(2)s + NC(l) 6.D 
DB(S)s4 + DB(4)s 3 + DB(3)s 2 + DB(2)s + DB(l) rm 
ND(3)s 2 + ND(2)s + ND(l) 
--~--------,,.-----------~L¢ 
DD(4)s 3 + DD(3)s 2 + DD(2)s + DD(l) 
(D.20) 
Taking 
( D. 2 1) 
Then 
l6.YV = E29/ [ ( E 30 5 
4 3 




( E20 t 1 i + E33)s + E20] t l i + E32) s + 
= NA ( 1) 
DA(6)s 5 + DA(S)sq + DA(4)s 3 + 2 DA(3)s + DA(2)s + DA ( 1) 
(D.22) 
2:.V _ NB(2)s + NB(l) 
6.Drp - DB(S)s 4 + DB(4)s 3 + DB(3)s 2 + DB(2)s + DB(l) 
( D. 23) 
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6V NC(3)s 2 + NC(2)s + NC(l) 
60 rm = - DB(5)s 4 + DB(4)s 3 + DB(3)s 2 + DB(2)s + DB(l) 
(D.24) 
6V ND(3)s 2 + ND(2)s + ND(l) 
-= -
6 ~ DD(4)s 3 + DD(3)s 2 + DD(2)s + DD(l) 
(D.25) 
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TABLE XI 11 
DERIVED COEFFICIENTS 
K = y /0. 1 
y max 
K = D /0. 1 p pm 
K = D /0. 1 m mm 
El = D + Cf D pi P pm 
E2 = D - CfmDmm mi 
E ::: Cd µD 3 P pm 
E4 C dmµDmm 
E5 = v/B 
E6 = (C D + C D ) /µ sp pm sm mm 
E7 = Wa/b + Ca p A V. I 
ES = W COS ¢i 
E9 = K2 + E /G
2 
3 p 
ElO E7 + E4 G2/R2 m 
El 1 E8R/Gm 
E12 = E5E9 + E6Jc 
El3 
2 
= E6E9 + E1 Dp/Gp 
El4 = E9S . - p D I 2 . "G pl I p1 p 
E15 = E2G D . /R m m1 
El6 = E2K1D ./G pl p 
El7 = E5J M R/G c c m 
E18 = (R/G ) (E12Mc + E5E10Jc) m 
El9 = (R/G ) (E13Mc + El0El2 + E15JcGm/R) m 
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TABLE XI 11 (Continued) 
E20 = (R/Gm)(ElOE13 + E9E l SGiR) 
E21 = E2J S • DB ( l) = E20 c pl 
E22 = E2El4 DB(2) = Ezo'd + El9 
E23 = ESJ p. C I DB(3) El9'd + El8 
E24 = Elli - E2J S . DB(4) = E18'd + El? c m1 
E25 = El3pi - E2E9 5mi DB(5) - El?Td 
E26 = i:- E . '-5 l lJc DD ( 1) E20 
E27 = E11El2 DD(2) = E19 
E28 = EllE13 DD(3) = E13 
E29 = El 6Ky DD(4) = El? 
E30 = El 7'y NA( 1) = E29 
E31 = El8'y + El? NB ( 1) = E22Kp 
E32 = El 9 'y + El8 NB(2) = E2 l KP 
E33 = E20'y + E19 NC ( 1 ) = E25Km 
DA ( 1) E20 NC(2) E24Km 
DA(2) E20 Tl i + E33 NC(3) = E23Km 
DA(3) E3 3 t l i + E32 ND ( l) E28 
DA(4) = E32t1 i + E31 ND(2) = E27 
DA(5) = E31t1 i + E30 ND(3) = E26 
DA(6) E30t1 i 
APPENDIX E 
SIMPLEX METHOD FOR FUNCTION MINIMIZATION 
The procedure of the simplex method is based on the work by Nelder 
and Mead (29]. This method adapts itself to the local landscape, using 
reflected, expanded, and contracted points to locate the minimum of a mul-
ti variable unconstrained nonlinear function. Derivatives are not requir-
ed. The algorithm proceeds as follows: 
1. A starting point, x1 ., is selected. ,j 
2. A starting "simplex" is constructed consisting of the starting 
point and the following additional points: 
x. = xl . + !'.' . Ci. • 
I 'j 'J " i 'j J 
( E. 1) 
= 2. 3, . 'N + 1 
j = 1 ' 2' . ' N 
where;;. . is determined from the following table: 
I 'j 
~1 2 N-l N 
I 
2 ! 1 0 0 0 
i 
3 :o 0 0 
i. 
I: 
N 10 0 0 
N+l I 0 0 0 
N is the total number of variables. The values used in 6. will depend on 
J 
the required size of the simplex and the relative magnitudes of the units 
for each variable. 
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3. Once the simplex is formed, the objective function is evaluated 
at each point. The worst point (highest value of objective function) is 
replaced by a new point. Three operations are used--reflection, contrac-
tion, and expansion. A reflected point is located first as follows: 
X .. (reflected) = X . + a[X . - X .. (worst)] 
l,j C,J C,J 1,J 
(E.2) 
j = 1, 2, . , N 
where a is a positive constant. 
X . are the centroid coordinates of all points excluding the worst 
c' J 
point and are calculated from the following: 
X . = -N1 [Nt X .. - X .. (worst)] 
C,J i=l 1,J 1,J 
( E. 3) 
j = 1, 2, •.• , N 
4. If the reflected point has the worst objective function value of 
the current points, a contracted point is located as follows: 
X .. (contracted)= X . - S[X . - X .. (v.1orst)] 
l,J C,J C,J 1,J 
( E. 4) 
j = 1, 2, . , N 
where S 1 ies between 0 and 1. 
If the reflected point is better than the worst point but is not the 
best point, a contracted point is calculated from the reflected point as 
fol lows: 
X .. (contracted)= X . - S[X . - X .. (reflected)] 
l,j C,J C,j l,J 
( E. 5) 
j l' 2' • ' N 
The objective function is now evaluated at the contracted point. If an 
improvement over the current points is achieved, the process is restarted. 
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Otherwise, the points are moved one-half the distance toward the best 
point: 
X. . (new) 
I 'J 
1 = -2 [X .. (best) + X .. (old)] (E.6) I , J I 1 J 
j = 1, 2, ..• , N 
The process is then restarted. 
5. If the reflected point calculated in step 3 is the best point, 
an expansion point is calculated as follows: 
X .• (expansion)= X • + y[X •• (reflected) - X .] 
l,j C,J 1,J C,J 
( E. 7) 
j=l,2, ... ,N 
where y is a positive constant. If the expansion point is an improvement 
over the reflected point, the reflected point is replaced by the expan-
sion point and the process is restarted. If the expansion point is not 
an improvement over the reflected point, the reflected point is retained 
and the process is restarted. 
6. The procedure is terminated when the convergence criterion is 
satisfied or a specified number of iterations has been exceeded. The con-
vergence criterion is: ifs< s. the process '"ill terminate, where 
min 
(E.8) 
E • is the convergence parameter, and Z is the objective function value. 
mtn 
A flow diagram illustrating the procedure is given in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Flow Chart for Simplex Minimization Algorithm 
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COMPUTATION PROCEDURE FOR DYNAMIC SYSTEM MODEL 
In order to adjust parameters and evaluate the dynamic performance 
of the vehicle drive system, a discrete system computer simulation would 
be performed. In this appendix the computation procedure for the dynamic 
system models is described. It is helpful to understand the program logic 
in Appendix G.4 and G.5. 
The dynamic models developed in Chapter IV can be separated into two 
categories; they are algebraic equations and first-order differential 
equations described as: 
where 
X = f(X, Y, P, t) 
DY f(X, Y, P, t) 
X algebraic variable; 
Y = state variable; 
P parameter; and 
t = time. 
The solution would proceed in the fol lowing four major steps: 
( F. l ) 
(F.2) 
1. The value of the state variables are known from the initial con-
ditions or as a result of previous numerical integration. 
2. The algebr~ic equations (F. 1) are solved since the values of the 
states and time are known and the only unknowns are the algebraic vari-
ables. After solution, all algebraic variables are now known. 
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3. The value of the state derivative is exp! icitly determined from 
the values of the state, algebraic, and time variables. 
4. The values of the state and derivative of the state variables 
are known. Time is incremented and the values of the states of this new 
time are determined by numerical integration. 
This procedure is repeated until the final time is reached. 
APPENDIX G 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS 
G. 1 Program for System Sizing 
This program is developed based on the sizing algorithms presented 
in section 5.2. The comment statements are self-explanatory. 
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oo i a 
Ovll 
OUl <! 



























c SPECIFY TrE ~AXI~UM VErlCLE 5PEEO QN ~AXtMUM GRADE ROAD 
C AND lHc "AXlMUM VEHICLE SPEED CN LEVEL ~OJO 
c-----
C~T~ V/ll •• 45./, ~LFH~/o.84;:, o./ 
c-----
~ SPECIFY VErlCl..E SPEClFlCATlC" CATA 
C T~A1'SMISSIC1' CCEFFtCl~NTS 
c ~AXI~vM ~c~~l"G F~E~~v~e 
















COF=;<• 5E !! 
C.0~= '•5E ~ 
CFl==c.os 
CFM:C,05 




c CALClLATE LCAD SFEECS ~NO TC~CUES 




.ALPr~( I 1=:3.14 16/ ieo.•"LPHA{ 11 
SL: T l=V:I )/f; 
lu lL(ll=R•<••AS•(le+ll(I)/9Sl+C.s•c.••l'HC•A•~IIl••2+ 
* c---
' 1 lE~ilTE MOTCF< GEAI'< f:ATJ C Fn i:; 
~ CALC~LATI~G •CTC~ S~EEC ANO 10~Q~E c----
00 1 CC I G": 1 C , Z C, 2 
'°"=O.t•IGM 
DO 2 J l = 1 , 2 
S i'I C I l :G "* SU I l 






























c lTE~AlE PLUP (EAR ~AllC FCR 
C CALCLLATING Tl-E PLMP SPEED 
c----
c-----
DC lCC IGF=34,42,4 
..il'=C t1>1-IGP 
51'1o=SE"l/GP 
c llERATE Tl-E MINIMUM uQTC~ DISPt..AoCEMENT FCM 
c CALClLATli'.G Tt-E u.axouu l'UMI' :Jl5~ACEMENT 
i:-----
D C 100 J=2e 18 
ouu1~=0.os•o1J1o•J 
OP,,.:QuMil'.•Su(21/SFM 
P ( 2 I: ti M( 2l+CCIJ11'UU 1CMM •SM: 4' l l 'tO'M IN-CF"'*IHIM I 
OSl=(CSF•Ol',.+Csu•Clolo)/FUU$P(2) 
OF,.,:(OMMIN•SM(21+0S11/SPM 
c-----c CALCLLATE lhE 1'tAXlloLu ~LG~ ~#TE 
c----
c---
a ST: (CSP* Cl'IHCS"' *C"u )/ F 1'1U•P (2 I 
0(21=0MMll\*SU(2l+CST 
c CALCLLATE Tl-E i:;eau uac PU"? TCFc:LE FOi< Ct-ECKll'.G 
C l F lt-E MA lCI/oH.u El\Gl Mi TChCUE EXCfEO 
c---
c-----
T P (2 l=tle+CFi: l•OF"*F C21+CC"' Cl'""'HCF"'*SP'I( 
PClJ:PMAX 
OST=CCSP•Oi:MtCSN•OM,.,l/F""U•PC 11 
Q(l I :Q"M*SUCl l+CST 
O._=C< H/SI=" 
TP ( 1 I:( OF +CF F $!) F '4 l*P C 1 I+ CC"' •FllU*CPM•SPM 
TFJIA)l:A"AXl ( TF { 11 .TF (2 JI 
TEMAJl=TPl"AJl/GP 
c *ILL ENGINE ~TALL 1 
c----
IFtTEJIAX eGTe TEFULL I GO TO 103 
~-----




IF(t~CEX oGTo :Jl GO TO!::> 
~ PK1NT THE RESLLT5 c.--- '*" l TE ( t e3 CI 
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.JO FC"'M.tT(lHl,///,~)C.•<;P•,cx.•G1o•.!J1.•Di=li''•t)l.•Di11"'•Sx.•a,,.Ax•. 
* 5)(, 1 1-PE 1 ,/3llt45(11--ll 
Su 11.i::IlECt.tOl GP1Glr1'.>F~.o"'"'·cc21.11.Fe 
tiV FC'"lUH3Xo2(FBe1 l t2(F9eJI t2 (F3e1J.l 
11'.CE>=I 




G.2 Program for Optimum Operation Search 
The program logic was described in section 2.2. The comment state-




































DlllE•SlC" EFE{ll ,lCl1TIL{l1,10J,SEO(lOl,TEOClll,FlCi:;Q(11l 
REAL INTE:PP 
.:.-----
C REAO ENGl"E PE~FCFlll"CE CAT,! 
c-----
c 
R EA C ( 5. 10 I ({EFE{I,JJ,J=l,IC>.I=loll> 
Re Ac ~ 5 ,I 0 I : • T ,iu ( I ... ) • J : 1 • l 0 I • I= l. 11 ) 
liJ FCR'-'AT( 10F7o 11 
OATA sc:o.10.,3s •• 1c.,1os •• 140 •• 11s •• 210 •• 245 •• 2so.,J1S./ 
CAT A TE 0 / C • , J C • , E C • , <; 0 • , 1 2 'J • , 15 0 • , 18 0 • , 2 1 o. , 2 4 0 • , 2 7 C • , 3 Co. / 
* 
DATA FTCFC,10 •• 120 •• 2t4 •• 2;4.,300 •• Joo •• 2<;; •• 21J •• .:4:;. ,210 •• 
1 ea. ,1 
c---




CALL TABLE(EFE .sec.TEOo 10 ,11 •' Ef'Gl"E EFFICIENCY 
• • re•.111 
CALL TABLE(lllnSECoTEColOol lo'Tl-~CTTLE FCSI'TICN 
* TE'•ll) c----
c SPECIFY 
C NUMSER CF GRADE A"O ~PEED LE\EL~ IN T~E LCAC PLA"C 
I I I se•. 
•• I SE I. 
C "UMSER CF FUMP/WCTCF OISPL~CEMENTS TO BE lSEO I" SEARCHif'G 
c MAXl~LM VALLES CF LC~C lC~a~e & SPEEO A,..C 















csi: = 4.oe-9 
c s11=4• oe-r; 
cc;::o=• .se 5 
CC,.=2.5E 5 
CFP=c.cs 







































G ""I o5 
P"U=!o75E-6 











ALl'r .Al":f• S43 
CP:C1',./0FM 
Cl :C !F+Oi:<*CSlt 
PF=R*lr*AS 
PA=o.s•i:;•c.A•FrC•A 








c · 1 "C1"EASE LCAC SPEEC 
c-----
c:----
DC 70 "ts= l t"S .2 
SL=I !*SLM/"'S 






c: START SEARCHlNG TrE C?TlMUM !YS1E~ OPERA110" FOR ~"CW" 
C. TL A"O SL 






OC 3C Il=:t. "F 
DP=I l=/FLCATl 1'PJ 
CFC=CP+CFP 
c STAF'1 DECREA!:1"G ltC1CF: CISPLJCEIEl\T wt-Ello 
C PU~? DISPLACEMENT ~EACt-ES F~LL 
~-----





lf{C~C aLEe o.o l GO 10 30 
OOu\i 





































I 4 I 
c-----
c CCfll;:::LTE l~E :Y~1E" CFEi:;ATING FCltlS FC~ ~~C•N OF £ CM 
c----
2 * SF=le/:CllC•CF>•::c11c•Cfll~01'+Ct•(C)>l•SM+C'1(PM\J.>IOMMl•1M) 
TF=FllL•·::>P"°'/Cl* ( ( CFCH:F+Cl •COF l*Sl'-CPC4CM4CF<•Sfll I 
?:F~L/Cl*COP•SF-D"•DG*SNJ 




1FC:E eLT• 51DLEI GC TC 2o 
lFCSE oGTo SEMI GC lC 26 
IF(TE .LT. :l.Ol GC TC 26 
I SE=SE/35.+I 
PER SE: ( SE - ( I SE- l I * ~ e • ) I 1 5 • 
Tfl..LL.:FTCJ!C( lSE l +FEFSE• :FTOF C ( ISf+l J-FTOFC< ISE l l 
IF(TE .GTo TFLLLI GC lC 2c 
c fllChllCF SYSTEM EFFIClEhCY AhC STCFE THE ~'LI.ES CF AL~ THE 
C SYSTEM VARIABLES CCFf;ESFCNOHG TC Tt-:E PF<ESEH MAXIMUM 



















2c: IF(lll .NE. "") GC TC 22 
Ju CCNTlNUE 
c----
IF(IS eGTe 1 •'"C• ESl .LEe Ce) EO TO 70 
J.:J+l 
XTA=INTEPP(TEl1SEl.lAUI 
c OFll~LM CFE;;~TICh FCLhO 
C PRINT T~E VALUES OF ALL TH~ ~YS~~ VAPIAELE~ CCFRESl=CNOING 
C TC EICH F~t~ CF LCAC TC~OUE £ LG~O SPEED c.-----
l F ( I!': o GT o l I GO T 0 ~ 0 
WFITE:o,40) 
4il FCRM•TC1Hlo///o3X1 1 I 1 o2ll1 1 J 1 o4Je•SL•oSX. 1 lL'o5X1'lE'15Xo 
l •se•.sx. •1-p•,4x,•oi:•.eJ1,•0M 1 .ell.•P•.ex. •c•.4x, •TAu•.~x. 
2 'EE 1 14Jl.'ET 0 14Xo 1 ES 1 1 
WPITE(t.;,451 
4::S FCl:"H'3X,<;O(l~-I) 




"l l 2 
01l;; 







































.. l'lTEC61lOl lllLE 
lu FCl<M.IT(lHC1//14!X1!':A41/l 
w RITE ( 6 12 0 l XL A E • ~ X ( J l, J: 1, NX l 
iv FC'11"AHllX1A4tlC'Fi.CJ 
wi:i IT e ( ! • .3 cl YL ~a 
.30 FCl'lol~H8Xo.ll4elX,72'11-ll 
Ou 4C I =1 ,,,y 
4v wl=IT£(6150) y( lit (TAECAT(l,Jl,J=l,11.XJ 




c FU~CllCf\ ff\TE~P 
c-----




IX :;c C 



















l l I 
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l ~ll 
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G.3 Program for Highest System 
Frequency Calculation 
This program is coded for calculating the highest frequency of the 
engine-HST system model (refer to Chapter VI I). The definitions of the 
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D t ... Ef\. s ION ALP"" A 0 ( ::: 5 I • se c ( 35 I ,op c' :?51 • D MO (::: ~ I • I= 0 'J EI , 11 c ( .351 • 
l C.C(floCE(Sl.CC(41.CCF.C:5l.CCFE(El.COFO(~J.;:;ocTRA,~I. 
2 ~ ( c 1 I A ( 5 I ';:; cc l ;:; E ( 4 l • ;:; c c T I '3 ( 4 ) • F ( CT ;:; 0 ( 3 l • F c ( T l a ( 3 l • F ;:; Ea ( 12 I 
1..----
c SPECIFY c;:;ce;:;s CF PCLYNCMIALS ANC 





























1111''1 7 ( c. 
MC:4 • !:ZJ 
A,.~5c;2. 









c SPECJFY INITIAL STEADY STATE OPEMATING CC~OJTlC~S 
c----
148 
uO.:>i F;.EAC (5,10) :ALFl-.J\0(1< J,SEO(K loCFO(Kl.OMO(K loFO(K ),VO(K ), 
004.l 



















































2 .J F Ci::"' ,a T : I H 1, / / /, 1 X, ',a LP I- A I ', 4 X, 'SE 1 ', 6 X, 'CF 1 ', t: X , '0 MI ' , 7) , 
• 'p ( •• ex •• "I •• c )I • ' F" .. x' • / • 7 x ,6 a ( I 1-- ) ) 
cc ac K=1,p..;: 
ALFHAI=~LFrAO(KI 
SEI=~EOIKI 
UF I=CFO (KI 











































OAC 1 l=E20 
CAC21=E20*Tl+E33 
OA(~l=E33•TI+E32 
(; v-i o 


















































c CCM~lTE TrE FCCTS CF CrtRACTfRISTIC EQUATIONS 
c-----
C ALL POL~T(CAeCCFA.~A,f'COT~A,ncc11A.lERAI 
c ALL F c L f; T { c E • c ( F e • " E • i: cc T '< E • I; Ct T I e. I E ~ e ) 
CALL POLRTIOO,CCFCe.,OoFCCT~CoFCClIC.lE~Cl c----
c IS TrERE A"Y EFFCF 1 c.----
IF: I ERA •GT• 0 l GC TO 90 
1 F (I ERB •GT. 01 GC lC 90 
lF C lEqO .GT. 0 I GC 1C c; a 
c-----
c CALClLATE lrE ChAFiAC TEF ISTl C FJ;EC:UElllCIES 
c---
DC JC J:t ,~A 
30 FREQ(Il=SCf;T(f'CCTFA(ll*•2+f'CCTl•tll**21 
DC 40 1=1 oMB 
llil= .. 1+1 
40 FRECl,..1>=SCRT(FCC1FE<I>••2+FCCllE<Il**2l 
DC 5 0 l=l • 1110 
"2"'" ~8+ l 
5J FREC(N21=SCRT:RCC1RC:11••2+i;ccTiOtlJ••21 
c-----c SEA~CH T~E HlGrESl FFECl.E~CY c---
FlllAX:fJ;E~ (l I 
DO ec I :2 tl'ABO 
~w lF,FJ;EQ,11 •uTa F~A)I FlllAX=Ff'ECtt> 
F"' ~ X .:F II AX /o• 28.3 c----
c PRilliT INITlAL CCNDITlONS AND Tt-E HIGHEST FREOl.E!'.C'r c----
• R 11 E ( 6, 7 QI ALPHAC(K1.eeI,OFI.c•1.~1.~1.F~AX 
149 
7 J F C J: "' ~ T t SX 1 F 4 • 2 , 4 X • F ! • 1 , <: { 4 X , F : •.:? ) • 4 X , F 6 • lo 2 ( 4 ) , F ! • l )) 
au CCl'<T IlliUE 
GC 1C 110 c,;----
c PRI~l ERl"CF we~e~GE~ c,;-----
'>i J wi;JTE C6ol00l IERA, 1£1'Eo lERD 
lOv FCRMAf(3X •' [E:RA=' o 13 •' IEf'B:' olJ.• IERO=', IJ > 
110 STOP 
EP.0 
G.4 Program for Controller Parameters Adjustment 
This program is used for Pl controller parameters adjustment. A 
brief description of the main program and key subroutines follows. 
Main Program 
150 
This program is used to read engine performance data, information 
pertinent to HST, e.g. pump, motor displacements, coefficients and 
parameters, etc., and vehicle specification data. It is also used to 
read the number of independent variables which will be optimized, side 
length and initial estimate of the starting simplex, penalty parameter, 
i~pl icit constraint and the maximum iteration times for minimization 
process use. The program specifies the numbers of algebraic and state 
variables, the lengths of arrays XS and YS, and the number of bit for 
A/D and D/A converters. Sampling time interval and integration control 
parameters, namely, step size, final time also read in this program. 
System parameters used in subroutine Fare evaluated in this program 
before the subroutine NELMIN is called. 
NELMIN 
This subroutine is used for the minimization of a function of N 
variables. which depends on the comparison of function values at the 
(N+l) vertices of a general simplex, followed by a replacement of the 
vertex with the highest value by another point. The simplex adapts it-
self to the local landscape, and contracts on the final minimum. The 
program logic has been described in Appendix E. 
In the subroutine the reflection, contraction and expansion co-
efficients are set at l .0, 0.5 and 2.0 respectively. These are the 
values recommended by Neldel and Mead [29] as being best for a general 
situation. 
151 
Subroutine FUNC called by this routine, specifies the objective 
function. The procedure will be terminated if the number of iterations 
has exceeded the upper limit ITMAX. 
The routine prints out values of parameters, intermediate results 
and the optimum values of the independent variables obtained on the last 
iteration. 
FUNC 
This subroutine is used to calculate the objective function at each 
acceptable vertex of the simplex. It sets up the initial conditions and 
adjusts the controller parameters before starting integration. The sub-
routine specifies a pertinent variable value returned from subroutine 
INTGRL for the objective function and returns it to routine NELMIN. 
The implicit constraint is tested in this routine. If the con-
straint is violated, the objective function is modified to incorporate 
the influence of constraint by using the penalty function technique [31], 
which would deflect the trajectories toward the feasible domain. 
Other subprograms, i.e., INTGRL, F, PIC, YSHIFT, FG, etc. are the 















IS .. 0 0 lt) 
ISN 0017 
ISN 0018 
ISN 00 19 














c .............................................................. . 
PROGRAM f0r{ CONTROLLER PARAl'IETERS ADJUSTMENT 
• 
• 




OilllENSION T>iROT(2 lhSTAqf( •I 10ELI U 
COl'lfo!ON TT1!'.0ATAH 9•151tEOATA2111• 10Jo0f'TEU21•• 
l P ( 4 0 I 1 J. Sl S 0 I , 't S I• 0 • • T S • rt 1 'f u EL A'( 1 l TA E • MI TA E • PP• 
2KEEP~E~).~xs.~ '() 1N8Ir1 'IX1NY 
c·---~: 
C READ ENGil'<E PERF1lR1'1ANCE: OAU 
R E A Cl 5 • 10 I (t E 0 AT AU l 1 J I 1 .J: 1 • 15 I • I"' 1t 9 I 
10 FORM~TI 15F5o U 
RS:AOl5t121 ((£0ATA2C11.Jl1.J•l1lOl1I"l11.1I 
12 FOkl'IAH 10F7• 11 
REAOi51141 <TrlROT<IhOPTE1'IhI"l •2U 
H FORMAH 2F 10•31 
c -~---: 














C SPEClFr vEHICLE SPfC!FICATION DATA 











C SPEClF't NUMBER OF !IARil8L.ESt COOi<OHUTES Of STARTING POINT• 
C AND SIOE LENliTtiS OF THE .tNlTU'- Sll'IPl.Eh 
C ALl.O•AtlL.E PERFJR1UNCE INOE.l1 PENAi.TY PARAMETERt 
'··~·- IU&lfUIM lTE~ATlON TIMES FOR llIMll'II~ATION PROCESS , ...... . 
'"'' .... 
.tEAOl5t 16t lSTlRf,'111 l=10NVI 









!SN )0 41 
ISN ) 0 42 





ISN )0 4d 
IS~ )1)~9 
ISN 0 050 
lSN 0051 





lSN )0 57 









ISN 0 0.67 
ISN 0068 
ISN 0069 
ISN 00 70 
IS• 0071 
ISN )012 
IS If ()073 
ISN OOH 
ISN 0075 
IS If 0070 
ISN 0071 
ISN 0078 
pp =0· 00 1 
"I IT AE=l t2E• 
l Tf'IAJ,:10 c-----: 






II X: 38 
N'I' :9 
N XS =8 0 
N'l'S=40 
H 6 IT= 12 
c ••••• _, 
TH.· NUM SER Of' 
r H:• LE'l GT ti OF 
THE LENGTH OF 
T 11£ NUM 1£ R OF 
STATE ~ARIAtll..ES• 
ARRAY xs. U SE:O B'I' OELA'I' 1 
ARRAY y s. u SEO SY rS11IFT1 
iii TS FOR A/ D ANO DI l CON vE RTE RS 
C SPECIFY SA1'PLING Il'<TERVAL At.ID lNTEG~ATIO:'f 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS 
c-.:.:.:. 
c 
TS= Ot O::J 4 
ri = o. 002 
TF=150t 
IENO=TFIH+e5 
SPE:ClFft :&LCUL.lr,E srsr.:M Pt.RAMEfERS 
C~··••.l 




P C 5 I : Ci> P • P l'I U •OP '1 
P(6l=AS•1t. 
p ( 7'"'17 60. 










P( 221 =OPl'I 
P ( 2 3 I =O MM 
PC241=CFlll•Ol'1M 




P( 291=1 CSP•OPM+CSM•OMMll'PMU 
Pl301•0o6 

























ISM ) \) 18 















C SUcROUflNE NELMIN 
c---··: 
c 
SU11ROUTil'4E NELMUi IN10El..1START1ITMA10 





1 Z( 51 tA l(( 5• 41 tA xc ENt 5, 4 I •• xR!OFt 5, ••• AXC ON' 5 •4) ... .r.Ex Ti 5. 4 )1 
l START! 11tOELl1 II AlTAEI 51 
C!)M,..ON TT.£,DATA 11 91151 tf>OATA2< l lt 101 oOP TEU 211. 
1 P ' • <H • x s' e o 1 • vs t 4 o 1 , rs , "1 v 1>E LAY • 1 TA E • M 1 u E 1 Pt" 
211.EePolEN01NXS1NY5 0Nf:HT1NX1NY 
DATA Ai.FAtSETAt Gl MAI l•tt.512ol 
NPl=N+l 
IT~ao 
I!:'. v AL. =O 
C CONSTRUCTION OF STARTING SIMPLEX c-----: 
00 20 .J=l•N 
T EMP•ST ARH .J t 
i>O 20 1:11 .. P1 
2 0 X C 11 J I• TC: MP 
00 30 I •111\1 
3 0 1' l I tI ).: X l I 1 I I +O EL l I I 
C PR INT PARAl'IETER S 
c---.;.:. 
11RITEt60701 
70 FORMAT( ltJX1' PAR• METERS' 
PlRITE1i1SOt Nil I10EL.llltI=11IH••'-FAot1!0TAtGAMA 
80 FORMAT! /o3x.•N=·· I21/41 3Xt 'DELI •• I11•1.:•,Fs.21.1.3.t1 
• ' At. P HA s• • F 3 • h ~X 1 'SET 4"'' t F 3 e 11 ~)( o •GA Mio! A=• 1 F3 1 11 
•RlTEl6190 a pp, f'II TAE 
90 FORMAT! 31'o'PP•• 1lPE;l.214X•"MlfAE=••!'9e2) 
c ~--- .... • 
C EVALUATE TliE OBJECTivE Ful'ICTlON lT EACli POINT 
c 
C OET:RMINE fHE BEST ANO TliE WORST POit,.TS 
c .;·.;. .. ;.; 
00 55 I=l1HP1 








00 14 0 I=2oNP1 
lF t Lt I I •GE• Zl 01 GO TO 135 
IS._ JOH 
ISN 0035 







ISN 00 44 
IS 'f 0045 
ISN 0041> 
ISN 0047 
ISN JO 411 
IS~ )049 










ISN ) 0 62 
IS 'f )063 






IS 'f )071 
lSN 0 072 
lSN 0074 
ISN 0075 
IS 'f 0071 
135 lFlllII tLEt- ZHII C.0 TO 140 
LtU=LIII 
tc::I 
14 0 C 0 NT l NU E 
C PRINT THE INTER"'E OUTE RESULTS 
•llRITE15t1501 ITR• IEllAL 
150 F OkMAT' //, 3X1 'l TE RAT ION NUMBER' 11 31'1 
• 'NUM!:IER• 1131 
00 160 J=ltNPl 
160 nRITEl51165J l.J1l1ll.l.J101 1=1110 
165FORMATll,413XJ 1 X( 1 1ll.1'0 1 111' 1 1 .:r•,F6.2U 
00 170 I= lti'll' 1 
170 •~IT£16tl801 l1ll U1ItAITAEtI1 
EVALl.iATION •1 
180 FORM4Tl It 3Ao'FI '• Ilt 'I :•11PE10t3t5X•'lTl:l •, Il•'I ,.• • 
• 1P El Ot :SJ 
c----·: 
C HAS THE SPECIF!@ NUMBER OF IT~RATIOr;S REACHED 1 
c ~· •• .:.1 
IFllTR1.C.E1ITMA.r.I GO TO 400 
c---·~ 
C CALCULATE THE CENTROIO OF THE SIMPLEA VERTICES 
C EXCEl'TINu THE 110R ST l'Olt~T 
c ··=~ .. -. 
00 220 J:: lJ N 
SIJl'l•Oe 
00 210 I=l•NPl 
IFlloElolo"I GO TO 210 
S \Ji'l•SU'( +.Ult.JI 
210 CONTINUE 
A.CEN' "•JI =SUl'l/F 1..J AT( NI 
2 2 0 A .C: CE NU , .J I= A 8 S ( .11.:: EN ( ..:: t j H c•-· .. ~ .. -, 
C REFLECT ION TtiRO UC. ti THE CENTROID 
00 2•0 J=l>N 
AREF&Ke.Jl=XCEN< Kt .Jl+ALFA•« ltCl::Nl K•.JJ•c.C.IK1.J II 
240 lltRE:Fi(•Jl:ldSI X~EFIKtJI I 





C EXTENSION1 RETAIN REFLECTION OR CONTRACTION l c----·c 
IFllREFoLToZlLll GO TO 355 
..i= 0 
00 250 I=~1NPl 
l F l l I I I t GT ~ ZR £"" > .J aJ + 1 
250 CONTINUE 
I Fl J •; Q, 0 l GO T 0 2 b 0 
IF« .J tGfo. 1> GJ r.o 3b5 
c--~-:, 





ISH '0 82 
IS~ '08l 
IS N OO!H 
ISN 0085 


















ISN 0 1 Oo 
ISN 0107 
ISN 0 l 08 
ISN '109 







IS II :> 118 
ISN 0119 
ISN 0120 




00 255 .J•ltN 
, .... ·~. 
C :uNTRA:TlC.· ON T1E •ORST POl!'tT SIDE OF T1E CENTROIO c---- .. -: 
260 on 210 .r i. N 
1.CON&IC1.Jl=1.CE1i( Kt .Jl+HETA•<( XlK1J l•0 ACEN(ll:.1Jll 
:270' AXCONilltJl=AdSl x:10Nl!C:1.H I 




IFI lCONeL.E1ZI ic:J I GO TO 340 
C CONTRACT •r10LE SIMPLEX , .. ;..·.-, 
0 0 320 J:::. 11 N 
DO 320 I=t1NP1 
X I l. 1 J I= I JI. l l 1 J I+ X( L 1 J I I • 0 t 5 
320 •uI1Jl=A8S(AU1.Jll 
00 330 I= 11 NPl 
I FI 1 •,: lh. L I GO T 0 ! J 0 
C•L.L FvNCl.1.AXtl( Ill 
AITAEIIl=ITAE: 
IE~ AL.=IEll lL.+l 
330 CONTINJ~ 
GO TO 130 
340 0!) 350 J=hN 
3 5 0 A ( i<. "' t= XC ON I i<. 'J I 
l.( 11.l=lCON • 
A IT AE l IC I =CIT A E 
\JO TO 130 
c;.;:.:.;..:~ 
C SUCCESSFUL REFLECTION• SO EXTENSION 
C•••••r 
355 DO 360 J=l•N 
XE xH Ko Jt=xCENC Kt .Jl+GAl'IA •( XREFI Kt Jl•ACE NI Kt JI I 
360 AXEXTli< 1J l:AitSt i<E XT(1'•.J 11 
:u.L FJll:t X1AK: xr •• n 
ZEAT=Y 
c 
E IT AE~I TAE 
1EVAL.=1ElllL.+1 
~ETUN EAT: ijS lJ N 
c-----~ 
lFC ZEXT el. Te ZREF I 
3b~ 0 () l70 J= 11 N 
370 ll ll.1,0=X~EFl K•.J I 
lt Kl= lREF 
AITAEti<. t•RlTAE 
bO TO 130 
C•••••=I 
c ~ETA!lf EJl.THilSl)N 
C•••••.i 
380 00 ~9 0 J•l• N 
390 x ( ic: 1 J I"' XE X T ( " t J I 
L( 1U=lElT 
OR 'IEFL.ECTlON 
GO TO 380 
1 
156 
ISN 0 .1.24 
ISN l .1.2 !> 
ISN ~126 




ISN I) 1.3 .I. 
ISN 0132 
ISN 0!33 
IS N ) 134 
A ITAE4" 1.:EITAE 
C.0 Tll 130 
C•••••.f 
C PRINT THE OPTIMl.M VALUES OF TrlE FUhCTION ANO IJARlAdl.ES 
400 wRlTEC6•4301 ITR1ll.O 
430 F0f..M4flll13lt•"'Ff.:'.R •,r21• ITE~ATIO'IS1•1 
•l/•3X1•TttE ll'IPROVED VALUE OFF s•11PE10•31 
ftRlTE1614401 
440 FOHMAT1 /13Jt.1• IMPKOVEO VALUES OF ~ .AHlA81.ES' I 
0 0 45 0 1= lt ,. 
450 RR I TEI 6t4601 z, ;w.l l.1IJ 















ISN :JO 13 




ISN :>o is 
ISN 0019 
lSN :>020 










C SUtiROl/TINE FvNC 
c---··· 
c 
S U u R 0 UT It~ E FU tlC l I • X • r t 
~EAL HA!t'IITAE 
158 
Oil"ENSIOlll x<51.l.lt X0(38itY0l9itTl2!5lltXPt2511381t YPl 251191 
c 
COMl'hJN Tr.c:.oATAll 9•151tEOATA2llh lOttJPT!ll2llt 
l PC a 01 , x SI 8 0 I , Y SI' •)I t TS t '1 t Y l>E LAY t1 TA E •MI TA Et PP t 
C SET UP INITIAL CONDITIONS 
c -~-· ...... -, 
00 10 J><LtNX 
10 xot..n:o. 
DO 20 J:11/olY 
20 t Q( J. =J. 
XO& 161=Pl 201 
XOl171=Pl20I 
Y0t11=Pl3&1 
YO& 51=18e 92 
l'OEl.AY=Pt3•1 
00 30 J"'ltliXS 
3 0 J( S l JI =PC 3 4 I 
00 40 .J=l tNYS 
40 't'StJJ=Oei3S7 
c---. ·-· 
C AO.JUST CONT ROLL ER PAiU,..ETERS 
c----·~ 
c----· 
PC 161=Xll el I 
PC 17 I=.< t l t 2 I 
PC 181 =Al I ,3 > 
P C 19 I "ll C l • • I 
CALL INTGRLIX01 YO tTt.lPtYPI 
c .~.;.; .. -. 
C CtiECr; AGAINST EXPLICIT CONSTRAINT 
l TAE=YPl 251.l• ~I 
1 FI IT AE • (, T; MI TA EI GO T 0 50 
c .~.;:.-. 
C OUTPUT 08.IECTI w'Ei FVN:TION VALUE ,.;.. .. ;; 
y: YPl 2500 711 YP( 25 Ot 81 
RETURN 
c ·---·· 
C CONSTRAINT IS VIOLATEOt OUTPUT PENALTf FUNCTION VALUE 
C•••••: 






OELtll= Oa03 DELt21= 1t 10 OELt3l" o. 68 DELt 41 =.;Oe34 
ALPrlA=ltO Be TA= 01~.5 G.lMMA•.;?o 0 
pp;: 11 .0 OE •03 MIT l ! "' '• 20E•04 
ITERATION NUl'ISER l• Ell At..UA T ION N UM8cR 5 
Xlltll .. O• .3 3 Xt l • 2 l = 1 a •. 20 lltlt31 = h 00 XI ltU .. 51.00 
xt2.11 .. Oe.33 u2.21 .. l 9t JI) )( t2. 31 .. lt 00 Xl 2 14 I .. 5o 00 
xt311l Ot33 lll3·o21 1 a. 20 X l3 ,3 I .. 116& Xl 3 • 41 .. s.oo 
XI 4 t ll • o • ..3 3 Xl i 1 21 18120 AU 131 .. lo 00 Xi 4t 41 = "• 66 
Xl5t ll = o. 33 Xl 5 • 21 18t 20 Xt5 131 hOO Xl 51 41 = s. 00 
Fil I s 41 750E+OO ITAEt U = 2o&56E+04 
Fl2J = 4e708E+OO ITAEt2l = 3o Ol 3E +04 
Fl31 = "• 744E+OO IHEt3 I = 21 85 7E +04 
FC 41 = 4o737E•OO ITACl41 = 2. es tr- +o• 
f(51 = 41747E+OO ITA€t5 I .. 2. 87 7f. +04 
ITErl.t.r ION NU~BER 21 EHi.UH 10~ ~ UMB E ~ 5 
u l•ll Oo30 XC 1 1 2 I : 18075 Xllt31 .. h.34 Xt It 4 I ". 83 
XC2tll = Oa33 Xl21:?J = 19t 30 X t2 ~3 I i.oo Xl2141 .. s.oo 
Xl31l1 .. o. 33 XI 3 1 21 ie •. 20 Xt 3 13! .. t.68 XL 314 I = 5. 00 
XC41 ll = 0.33 XU t 2 I ·180 20 Xl4 131 = l• 00 Xt 41 4 I = .... 66 
Jl(5tll .. Ot.33 Xl5•t21 = 181.20 x ( s 13' = i.oo Xt 5 t4 I .. 5~ 00 
FC 11 = 4•718E•OO IT AE< 1J 2e 95 !E +0-' 
fC21 = "• 708E+OO ITAE121 3e Ol 3E +O.\ 
F(J I = 4o 7•'4Ef'00 IT AE i 3 I = 2. 85 7!·+04 
FUI . 4• 737E+ 00 IT AEt4 I = 2.aeoe:+o• 
Ft5t ,. •• 741E•OO ITAEC5 t :: 2. 817E +04 
ITERATION NUl'!BER 3, EllAL.UATION N Ul<ISER 8 
U111t = 0.30 XCl 12 I .:: 1 So 75 .l U 13 I = le 3• Xl 11 4) "' ... 83 
l( 21 u • 01.33 Xi 2 1 2 I 191.JO Xl2 131 = hOO XI 2 14 t :: 5. 00 
U3t U . o. 33 U3121 : ia.·20 x t3 I 3) : 1-68 X( 31.\) .. 5, 00 
JtC •• H • 0;:33 JU~121 • 1s.20 lH 13 I • i.oo u •••• • ••. 66 
160 
Jr.I 5. u o. 31 XI S • 21 "' 190 44 X(5 t31 .. lo76 XI 5 o4 I . 4. 62 
Fl 1 I " 4•713E+OO ITAtlll : 2 • 95 !SE +04 
F&2> • 4o 708E+OO ITAE&21 = 3o 013! .. 04 
FC3: 4o 744E• 00 IT.lEl31 = 2o 85 7E •04 
F&41 • 4o 731E+OO IT AE & 4 I "' 2e 880E +04 
F& 51 = 4o687E+OO IT AE < SI "' 3o 03 7E +04 
ITERATION NU1'18ER 41 E>1 AL. VAT ION N Ul'l8ER 10 
XI lo U • 01 .JO X& 1 • 2 I = l e •. 1s )(( 1 t31 = l• 34 XI 1•4 I = ,,e3 
X& 2. 11 • o. 33 1.12• 21 = 190 30 Xl2 t31 hOO X& 2t 4 I = 5t 00 
,., 3, 11 = Ot.3 l Al 5 t 2 I = 191 64 X I 5 13 I " a.a1 J(( 3 •• ' .. 4. 55 
1.' 4 • ll = 0133 XI 4 t 21 = 1 e. 20 XU 131 = ieOO XI 4 t4' ... 4166 
lll5tll = o. 31 .U~121 = 19• 44 X &5 t.H = 1076 X& 5 1 4 I = "• 62 
F&H = 4o71se .. oo ITAE& 11 = 2 •. 95 5~ +04 
FC21 = 4o706E+OO ITAE<2 I ,. 31 013E 0+-04 
FC3 I "' 4o683E+OO IT AE &3 I = 3o087E+04 
HU 4,7.He .. oo ITAE<41 • 2. 88 o:: +04 
Fl5J :: 4e 687E+OO ITAE&51 = 3, 03 7E +04 
ITEHr.ION o,;ul'IJE R 51 EllALVATION N Ul'IBER 12 
AC loll = o. 30 X( l • 2 I 18• 75 X'1131 = h34 X& 1 t 4 I .. •• 83 
AC 2• U = 0~'33 ,., l • 2' = 19o.30 I( t &! 1.3 I .. l~ 00 X& 2 14 I = s. 00 
xC:h 1> .. o. 30 X13o21 .. 19164 X(J 131 = Oe87 Xi 3,4' .. 4. 55 
X"4tll = o. 32 XC 't 2 I = 1 8• 7" x (4 • 3 t • 1. 12 X( 4 t " I 41 71 
u 5• ll = 01 .3 l X\5o2J = 19 .... xc5,31 = lo 76 XI 51 U = 41 .62 
FC lJ • 4e718E+OO ITAE'1t • 2.955E .. 04 
F C 2 I = 4• 708E+OO I UE t 2 J = 31 01 3E +O 4 
Fl 3 t • ••683E•OO IT AE& 3 I • 3a 06 7E +04 
FUI • 4• 7 lSE+OO ITAEtU = 2. 9• 7E +04 
FC5t • 4e 687E+OO IT AEU I = 3· 03 7::•1'1)4 
(Skip 9 iterations) 
16 l 
lTE~Ar.IJN NUP11'ER 15• EllAl.UlTIO~ ~UPIBE~ 30 
XCloll . o. ;;:s X(lt21 .. 2 Oo 27 X(l131 • le 69 '" 1141 . •h23 
xt2111 = Oe25 Xl!t21 = l 9e 94 X(2o31 ,. 1997 .Ill 2. 41 "' 4e oc> 
X( 3 1 l l 0.21 u3,~· = 2 o. 13 x 0 ,31 " 2e H )(I 31H ~I 25 
XC411' = o. 28 u ~. 21 20. 02 XH t31 " 1t 75 Xi 4141 4e 45 
xt 5 1 U " o. 2' x1s.21 = 191 92 XB ,31 = l.o 89 JC( 5• u .. 41.29 
F ( 11 4e644E+OO IT lEt 1 l • 3 • 19 7E +04 
Ft21 4e657E+OO ITA£<21 = 3e 152E +04 
F ( 3 I • 4, 652E•OO ITAC:l31 .. 3 •. 16 9:1+04 
Ft" I • 4o661E+OO ITAE141 • 31 14 6E +04 
f(51 "' 41 661E+OO IUEC5 I = 3e 132E +04 
lTERAT ION NUMBER 161 Elt A.I. U AT l ON N Ul'IBER 31 
XU1U = Oo28 Xtl 12 I 20.21 x u 131 = 1;69 l(( 1 •• • :: ·•·23 
XC2tll .. 012S Xl l • 2 I = 19e94 x ( 2. 31 a le97 X( 214J .. •• 06 
XC31U .. 01 27 Xl 3 • 2 I = 2 o. 13 Xl313J = 2. 14 XC 3t 4 J ~ •• 25 
X( 4 o U = o. 2, X"•21 2 o. 02 )(" ,31 • lt 75 Xl 4t 41 .. ••. 45 
XC5oll a Oe26 XI 5 1 2) " 2 0126 X t5 • 3 I "' lo 89 Xl !!t41 .. •• 2J. 
ftH "' •• 644E+OO ITAEU I = 3e19 7E +04 
Fl21 • -· 657E•OO lTAEl2l .: 3. 15 2: +04 
FC3 I • •• 652£+00 IT AE 13 I a 3o 16 9E +O" 
F(41 = 4o 661E+OO IT&EU I " 3o H 6E +04 
FC 5 I • 4e 646E• 00 ITAEC51 .. 3. 19 8E +04 
ITERATlON NUMBER 171 EllAL.UATION NUMBER 33 
Xl J.• 1' = o.2s lUl•2) = 2 o. 27 X' J. '.H = l• 69 xc h41 = 4• 23 
).(2tlJ = o. 25 Xl 2 1 2 J = 19• 94 X(2 t31 = le 97 Xl 2t41 = •• 06 
Xl3•U .. o. 27 u J. 2 J = 2 Oe 13 lU3oJt a 2 •. 1• ll 3 • 4 I a ,,.25 
XC4111 • 0.21 X(\121 a 20e08 Xt4•31 • 1. 84 xc 4141 • 4e32 
xt5 •J. I .. Oo26 X(512J = 20e26 X t 5 a3 I "' 1. 89 Xl 51 4 I = 4e21 
Fl U • 4e 644E•OO IT AEt 11 = 3e 19 1: +04 
FC2 I • 4e657E+OO ITAE'21 • l• 15 2E •04 . 
FlJI • 4e 652E+OO IT lEU I r 3 ~ 16 9E •:>4 
fC41 = 4t655E+OO 
FC51 4t646E+OO 
ITAt::t41 = 3olo3::<-o• 
ITAEt51 : 3ol9eE: +04 
lfERATION NUl'l:SER 181 El/ALUATION NUMBER 35 
Xllall = o. 28 Xl 11 21 2 Oo 27 x (1131 
llC2•ll = 0.2> XC? 1 2 I a 2 Oo OS Xt2'31 
UJtll "' o. 27 XC 3 t 2 I " 2 o. 13 X'3t31 
Xl41ll = 0.21 Xl412l 20.os X '4 o3 I 
u 5111 ... Co.2S Xt 5 • 2) .. 2 Oo.2S ll.l51J) 
f(l I ,. 4o 644E+ CIO ITAEt 11 = 3t l<:i 7E +04 
F '2 t a 4o 654E+OO ITAE&21 3t166E-t-04 
f(3J .. 40652£+00 J:TAEC3) = 3o 16 9E +04 
f(41 = 4o655E+OO IT AEt4 I 3ot63E+04 
f( 5 J .. 4o 646E•OO IT AE t 5 I ,. J. 19 a~ f.04 
AFTER 18 ITERATIONS1 
THE I~PROVE~ vALUE )F F = 4o644E+OO 
IHPROWEO VALUES OF llARIABLES 
lll21 = 20027 
UJI = 1•ti9 
II. C • I = 4o 23 
.: i. 69 
= lo 93 




Xt lt 41 = •• 23 
X( 2141 = .... tb 
Xt 314 I "' ... 25 
ll 4 • 4 I = ... 32 
ll 5 1 4 I = 4o21 
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G.5 Program for Simulation 
This program is used to evaluate the system performance and to study 
the parametric effects on the proposed vehicle drive system. In the MAIN 
program, engine, HST, and vehicle data are read; system parameters are 
specified and calculated; initial conditions are set up; and simulation 
results are plotted. All variables in the MAIN program have the same de-
finitions as those in program 4. 
Subprograms used in this program are described as follows: 
INTGRL 
This is the integration routine which develops the trajectories of 
the state and the algebraic variables. On the consideration of accuracy 
and efficiency, the fourth-order Adams Predictor/corrector numerical 
integration method is used with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method as a 
"starting" step. 
The variable KEEP is used to indicate when the numerical technique 
has reached the end of an integration step. KEEP is set equal to I when 
a val id integration step has been completed. For intermediate steps, 
KEEP is specified to 0. KEEP will be used in subroutine Fas an 
indicator. 
The values of the input vector DY at any prescribed time are ob-
tained by calling subroutine F. In addition to subroutine F, two other 
subprograms, CHECK and DELAY, are cal led each time when a val id integra-
tion has been done. CHECK is used to check the hard constraints on the 
state variables. DELAY is used to simulate the engine transport delay. 
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The program logic of subroutine DELAY is substantially the same as that 
of the subprogram YSHIFT (recal 1 section 6.5.2). The only difference 
is that the sampling time interval used in YSHIFT now is replaced by the 
step size of integration H. 
The trajectories are stored after a prescribed number of integration 
steps as specified by INDEX in line 66. The integration will be terminat-
ed by the control parameter IEND in line 83. 
F 
This subroutine contains the dynamic system model (see Chapter IV) 
in the forms of algebraic equations and first order differential 
equations. The definitions of variables and parameters used in this sub-
routine are presented in Table XIV. 
The routine evaluates the algebraic variables X and state deriva-
tives DY based on the state variables Y, parameters P and the indepen-
dent variable time, TT. (Computation procedure was given in Appendix F). 
The values of state variables are furnished by the calling routine 
INTGRL. Parameters and the independent variable are furnished via common 
storages. 
The statement in 1 ine 12 allows the algorithms in 1 ines 14 through 
41 to be executed only at each sampling instant. This simulates that the 
data acquisition unit can only sense signals at each sampling time. 
The statement in line 13 is used to insure that the same 
algorithms mentioned earlier can only be executed when a val id integra-
tion is performed. 
A number of subprograms are called in this subroutine; they are: 
STEP ~ simulates a step input 
AMPULS +simulates an ideal sampler 
SIGIN + simulates transducer, A/D converter, involves data 
scaling 
PIC 
YSHIFT (see descriptions in section 6.5.2) 
FG 
SI GOUT + simulates D/A converter, involves data sealing 
ZHOLD +simulates a zero order hold 
LIMIT 
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simulate the crossover control circuit (see section 4.7) 
DEAD SP 




DEFINITIONS OF PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES 
P( 1 ) = Gp p ( 24) = Cfm Dmm 
P( 2) = Gm p ( 25) = Cdm J.l Dmm 
p ( 3) = R p ( 26) = T ·y 
P( 4) = Cfp Dpm p ( 27) = 'd 
P( 5) cdp µ Dpm p ( 28) = B/v 
P( 6) = wa p ( 29) = (Csp Dpm + C5 m Dmm) /µ 
P( 7) = b P(30) = Jc 
p ( <3) -· 0.5 Ca pA P(31) = Wa/b 
P( 9) =Hsincp P(32) = Mc R 
p ( 10) = 17.6 Vcmax/R P(33) = K3 
p ( 11) = Si:,max p {34) = Yidle 
p ( 12) = Ymax 
p ( 13) = s er;iax X( l ) = Se 
p ( 1 4) = Tzmax X( 2) = Sm 
p ( 1 5) = Temax X( 3) = v 
p ( l 6) = c1 X( 4) = T p 
p ( 1 7) = '1 X( 5) =Te 
p ( 18) = c2 X( 6) = Tis 
p ( 19) = °T"'I X( 7) = ISAMP ·-
p ( 20) = Ylmin X( 8) = Sc 
P(21) = D lmj n X( 9) = Scd 
p ( 22) = Dpm x ( l 0) = Sid 
P(23 Dmm x ( 11) = yd 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
x ( 12) = Sed X(31) = Tm 
x ( 13) = Tisd X(32) = Ti 
x ( 14) = Ted x ( 33) = Face 
x ( 1 5) = 65 X( 34) Drp 
x ( 1 6) =YI X(35) Drm 
X( 17) = Yrd X(36) = ne 
X( 18) = Ys X(37) = HPe 
x ( 19) = Top X(38) = HPo J, 
X(20) = 6T 
X( 21) DI Y( 1 ) = y 
X(22) Drd Y( 2) = Dp 
X(23) = y r.::i Y( 3) = Dm 
X(24) = Y rh Y( 4) p 
X( 25) = Yr Y( 5) = Sp 
X(26) Dra Y( 6) = s 2. 
x (27) = Drh Y( 7) = f 
X(28) Dr X( 8) L 
X(29) = Tout X( 9) = ITAE 










































Dl"'E~SIGN SECATl(9loSECAT2( lCl,TEDATA( 11loTHRCTH1511 
1 Tt-4F:CT2(21),)(38l ,Y(<;J ,JY(:J 1.r:2s1 l1XP(251138 l.Y?(25lo911 
2 T 1 : e 4). y y: ~ 4. e ) • zz ( E 4. e I • F c R ·~,!\ 1 ( 4) • F CP"' A 2 ( 5' • F c Q "A 3 ( 6) • 
3 FCF"El (4l.FC~Me2(5l.F0l:;M83(t:J,TITLEA{6loTITLE8(cl 
CCMMCN TT,EOATAl(S,15loEOATA2(11ol0loCPTEl{211oCPTE2(211, 
1 CPTE3(21loOPTE4(2lloOPTE5(2ll,CPTE6(2lloCPTE7(2lloP(401o 
2 XS( EOI oYS(40l olS oH ,YOE LAY ,,..X ,l\Y 11\XS,f\iYS 11'8 IT 1KEEF1 IENO 
c----
c REAO ENGl"E FERFC~~AhCE CATA c----
RE AO ( 5, 10 l ( (EC AT A 1 ( l, J l , J = I o l 5 l , I = l , c; l 
10 FCR"'H ( 15F5o 1 l 
R EA C ( 5 , I 2 l { (EC Ai .A2 ( I , .J l , J: 1 e 1 0 l , l = 1 o1 1 ) 
1.2 FCRMAT( 10F7e 11 
RE.AC (5, 14 I ( THo:<CT2( I loC!=TEl ( l loCFTE2( I >.OPTEJC I loCPTE4( I lo 
* OPTES( I l 1CPTE6( Il oCFTE 7( 1l .I =l 021 l 
14 FC~MAT(dFIOe~l c---
DATA SEDATI/3: •• 1c •• 1os •• 1~c •• 175,,210 •• 24s,,2so •• 315e/ 
OAT1' SECAT2/0.,Js.,1c., 1oea.l4J.,,17s. ,21c •• 2•e.,2eo.,31e./ 
DAlA lECATA1c.,30 •• 60.,90 •• 120 •• 1so •• 1so •• 210 •• 240 •• 270 •• 
• 300. / 
DATA THROT1/o.,s •• 10.,1s •• 20 •• 2s •• ~o.,3s •• 4c.,4s.,sc •• se •• 
• co. ,155, ,70. / 
c----
DATA FORMAl/ 1 (10X 1 1'1A41'e'l!:F6'o'•Ol t/ 
DATA FCRMA2/•cax,•,•.a4,1•,•x,91•,•{tH-•,•» •/ 
OATA FCRMA~/ 1 (7X, 1 ,'F5eO'o' o2H 1 1'I115 1 e 1 F6o0 1 1 1 ) 
CATA FORMBl/'{lOX 1 o'eil4o'o'lCF7•,•eOl 1 / 
DATA FCR"'82/'(8Xo 1 o'A4tl 1 o 1 .X,71 1 ,'(1H- 1 o 1 )) '/ 
OATA FOR'-483/'( 7Jc, 1 o 1 F5oC' •' ,2H • •'I .10• t 'F7.J ',., '/ 
OAT.A TITLEA/'ECAT 1 o'Al{T•,•e ,,11•,•s. Y 1 o 1 & S 1 o'E) '/ 
DATA TITLE81 1 EOAT' •'A2{E' ,•FF ,•,•11s. •,•se: &•,•TE)'/ 




























































w= I !CO. 




AL? ... A=Oe 
l/C."-IA>=45e 








CF ALGE~~AIC VAi:;IASLES, 
OF STA TE .. A~( At:ILESo 
CF Ai:;>< A'f xs. USED BY CEL f!Y, 
CF Al':;:i,AY YS, llSEO ev YSH tFT, 
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c SPECIFY SAWPLil\G ll>TERllAL Al>C Il>TEGRATICI> 






I El\O :TF /H+eS 












Pc 11 l =cc. 
1'>(121=70. 
t=(l.31=.315. 
?( 14 > =2ceo. 
? ( l!: l=.3l0e 
i:>( 1!5 )::0.327 
P(l7):20e.3 
POSl=1•12 
PC 191 :4e3 
P(2'.)l=0.1575 
PC211=0• 




















































c SET ~P INITIAL CONDITJCNS ,____ _ 
DC20I=lel\.X 
ZO X(Il=O• 







DO 24 I=leNXS 
.24 XS( l ):?(34 l 
oo 2e 1 =1 ,r-.vs 




Pl'lNT ENCill\.E PEi:<FCl=fWANCE OAlA UIC 




CALL TABLE(ECATAl ,T1·FCTl1SEC.ATlo15.90TITLEA1' y•, 
• • se•.9,FOPMA. ltFCi:<MA2,Fc~rwA:J1 
CALL TASLE(EC.AT.A2,SEtAT2,TECATAolOolloTITLEBo • SE•, 
*' TE 1 olloFCRTw81oFCl'1182oFCl'll8'.J) 
WQ[lE(6o50) 
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sa FC~MAT(lH0,///,1ox. 1 TAu•,sx.•avre1•.sx.•cPTE2•,5x,•cPTE3'• 
* SX, 'OPTE 4 1 , SX o' CFTE !:' t !:X •' CFTE~' .s x. • CP1E7 1 /9X ,75 ( 1 H- I l 
DC 60 I=l121 
60 WF<ITE(6,70) lt;FCT2{lloCFTEl (!l.O:TE2,IloCPTE3ClloCPT€4( !lo 
* OPTE5( I l ,OPTEI:( I l.CPTE7( II 




so FC'1!4AT( 1H1,/1/, <;), 1 Tf"'E'•""•'~•.1ox.•se•,1 cx,•re•,1ox, 
1 •ci:•,1ox.•Dr.1•,11x.•P•,;x,•Fui::t.•.9x. •sL•.sx,•esL•,Jx, 
2 'ETE' o/o6Xt127( lH-U 
DO 8 2 1 = l , 2: l 
a' "Fl I T E ( 6 • e 4 I T : I ) • y p ' I • 1 ) • x p ( I I 1 •• x p ( I • 5 ) • yp i I • 2 l • lCP ( I • 3 c I • 
*YP( I 141 ,YP( l ,7 I, 'rF( l ocl ,x;::( I ,1:;t.XP( I e20 l 
8 4 F c;:"' ,!T: 3X ' c;: 1 p E 1 c.:: ) "' : !PE l i.:: n 
FFO:'rP(25C,71/YP(250,81 
WRITE(6,86) FPD,YP(2~0,<;J 
80 FCF!4,ll(//16Xo'FPD: 'olPEllo31'Sll. 0 1TAE; 1 ofl1e:!l c-----
c SCALE VA.Q. IABl.ES ANO Pl.C, l~A.;Ec?C~res 
u 1 I:. 
OUo 








































Z Z ( IC , l ) =Y F ( J t 1 l / 7 0 • 








CALL GRAPH( T 1 ,yy .e4 .e •• TI l"E. •'" 
CALL GqAPH(Tt.zz.e4,e, •rt·~~ •• •y 
STCP 
ENO 
c-----c sue~CUTINE T.eSLE c----
•, e.o .e.o 1 




Ol"IE~SION TA.BCATCNROWelJ,X( l>.YCt>.TITLECfloXLAB(lle 
• YLA8(lloFCP1'11(4loFC~/ol2(51,FCPM3(61 
~RITE(e,101 TITLE 
LO FCF<lol.eT ( IHO,// f tex. <;A4// I 
WRITE(o,FCF/oll) XLAE.:xc Il tl=l .~XI 
WPITEC61FCqM2l ~LAB 
DC 20 I=l oNY 











































00 .. 2 
00~3 
c----




"-EAL 1<! ,1<2,1<J,1<4 
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0 I '4 E l\S I ON X 'J ( I >. Y C ( 1 l. T ( 1 I , ) C 2 5 1 , 1 l , Y: 2 5 l , 1 l , D 'Y C: c; I , K 1 ( c; I • 
1 K2 ( c; I , K.3 C 9 l , K4 ( 9 I , Y Y ( 9 l , DY ( 2 5 I , 9 I , Y 4 ( 9 ) , 'YS \ 9 l , DY 1 ( 9 ) , 
c 
2 DY2('il ,QYJ( ~) 10"1'4( <; J,0,5(91 











T ( l l :Tw 
OClC!=loP.X 
1 v X ( 1 1 I I= XO : I l 
DC 1 2 J=l, "y 
Y(lo.JJ=YC(JI 
12 OYC 11.J l=OYC(Jl 
OC 34 KK=2o4 
OC 2 C .J::t ,l\Y 
I( 1 ( J l=,.•OYC( .J l 
2 0 Y Y ( JI: Y C ( JI+• 5* K 1 ( J l 
TT=T•+Oo5*H 
CALL F(XQ,YY,OYCJ 
1)0 2;< J:l ,f\Y 
K 2 ( .J ):H •D YO CJ) 
22 YY(Jl=YC(Jl+e54K2(JI 
CALL F< XOo'l'YoOYC) 





DO :CE .J=l sNY 
2o K4:.Jl=H•OY((.JI 
00 21! J:l ,l\Y 
20 Y0(.Jl=YO(Jl+(Kl(J)+2e•K2(Jl+2o•K.3(Jl+K4(Jll/!a 





c ENGI"'~ rqANSPO~T Tt~e DELAY 
c-----
TDEL A Y :~ (~~l/XC(ll 
YOEL.-Y=OELn (YO ( l >.TCELAY l 
OC 32 .J=l o!'.Y 
Y CK I< , .J ) =YO ( J I 
3' OY(K~o.Jl=OYC(JI 
00~4 










































J .. CC1'Tl1'UE 
DO 3~ J:l ,r-.y 
Y4:Jl=<:4,JI 
DY 1 ( • I :DY ( I o JI 
OY2(Jl=DY(2,JI 
OY3(.Jl=DY:J,Jl 




C AOVA1'CE TrE SOLLl!CN BY ADA~S-~CLLTON ~THCO 
c-----




T T=I< ll*H 
CALL F(X0,,5,DYSI 
00 44 J=l ,,..y 
44 Y5(Jl=Y4(Jl+H*(9e*OY5(.Jl+t9,•0Y4(Jl-5o•OY3(Jl•OY2(Jll/24, 









lF(l~OEx •LTe300l GC TO 54 
T(JJ):TT 
00 5C t=loNX 
50 X(JJotl=XC(ll 




GO TC 60 
54 I1'DEll=INOEX+l 
c----
c RESUESC'< !PT DY VALUES All.D ~EP=AT AOAMS-MCU. TON CALClLATlCN 
c-----
60 DO Ee .J:l ,l\Y 
OY 1 ( .. J: OY 2 ( J I 
0 y 2 ( ..; J ::) y 3: J l 
OY3(Jl=OY4(Jl 
DY4 ( .- )::QY5 U I 
t2 Y4(J):Y5(J) 
Kl(:KI( +l 
IF (l<I< eL.E• IE!o.O l GC TC 40 
RE TLf;ll. 
END 


































D I ME I\ 5 l C. N JI: 1 I , Y : 1 I , OY ( 1 l 
174 
CCl'"'C" TT1EC1HAl:'i,15l1ECATA2(111lOl1CPTEH21l10P1E'.2(2111 








X ( 5 ): X ( ~ I /P ( 11 
X ( o I : P (3 I * ( P C 6 I * ( 1+ X D I/ P (1 I I +P ( e I* X ( 3 I * )f ( 3 I+ P ( 'i I I 
c SAMPLEO 
c-----
X( 71 :AMPULS(TSl 
c----
c SA,,,FLING CF NCT ? 
c---
lF(X(71 ,NE• 11 GO lO IC c----
c IS AP.. lNTEG~AlICN FEF:FCFl'E::> ? 
c-----
1 F CKE E F 1NEe 11 GO TC IC c----





X ( 11 I =SIG I l\C Y ( 1 I , P ( 1 21 I 
X ( 1 2 l= S I G IN ( X: 1 It P ( 1 3 l l 
X(l31=SIGIN(X(61,P(l4)) 
X(l41=SIGIN(X(5l.P(l:ll 
c CALClLATE CCl\T~CL ALGC~ITH~S 
c----
X (15l:X(91-X(lO l 
IF(AES(X( 151 I .vr. lo25E-11 X(l51=0o 
CALL Pl C ( P ( 16 l t P ( 1 7 I t X ( 16 l t P ( 11 I , P ( 20 l 1 X ( 15 I , X ( l 7 It 
X(l8 l=YSHIFT(X(ll l1X:12 )) 
IF(>r(lOloLlo lol lC(l'il:FG(X( !El 1CPTEl I 
IF (X ( 10 1. GE. le .ANO. x ( 13 )?L To e:ec~ l x: 19 l=FG( X( ta I ,cPTE 11 




:x:lJle<:E.lOOOe eANO. x: 1:::1.LTo l::!OCell 
X ( 1 9 l =F G ( X ( l 9 >. C? H:;: l 
l F ( X ( l 0 l • GE• 1 • e AN 0 • ( JI : I 3 I o GE .> 1 3 C Oo • AN C • )I ( 1 3 I • L T • 1 7 0 0 • l l 
J X(19l=FG(X(l81tOPTEtil 
l F ( JI ( 1 0 l o GE, le 
4 
oAf\Oo (X(131,GEt1700e oAlloCe X(13loLTo20'30oll 
X( 19 l=FG( x: 18 l 1CPTE5 I 
IF(X(lOl.GEele oAl\Oa 
s 
(lC031oGE-.2090e eANC. X( t3loLTe24i'Oal l 
























1 F ( X ( 1 O l •GE o 1 • • A t-0 • X ( 1 3 I •GE, 2 ~ 7 Co I X (l c; l= FG ( X (I e l , Ol=T E7 l 
x (20 l=x: 191-x: 14 1 
tF(AES(X(?.01 l •LTe 4o50E-3l Xt20l=Oo 
CALL PI CI P ( l El , P ( 1 9 I 1 X: 21 lo ;:: ( l 5 l ,P ( 21 I , X ( 20 I , X ( 22 I l 
c-----c O~TPLT CC~T~CL SIG~-LS 
c-----
XC23l:SIGCUTCX:&71,P:tl ll 
· X ( 2 4 I :::Z HOLO ( ll ( 7 I , X C 2 3 I , X ( 2-~ l l 
X(251:X(24ll10Je 
X ( 2 6 l: St G Ou T : X ( 2 2 I •;:: : l 5 I I 
X(271=ZHCLC(ll(711X(2t:l 1ll(27ll 
X(28 l=X(27l/50o 
11) X(291=1NTEJ;P(X'111YCELAY,ED~TAl13S.,o •• 3s .. s •• 9.t51 
X( 301=P(23l-Y( 31 
c-----
X t J 1 l =: X: 3 0 l - P ( 2 4 l l * 'Y ( 4 1-P: 2 5 l * X ( 2 I 
X(J2l=P(2l*X(31l 
X ( 33 l=X( 32 lJ'P( 3 )-P ( f 1-P (<;I 
c C~OS!OVER CCl<T~CLLE~ 
c---
c----
X ( 34 I =l .27 5"1 •L l '4 IT { X (28 I, 0 o C 7 9 4 I 
X(35l=O.e224*0EAOSF(X(29l .o.0'."84) 
c E~Glt<E EFFICIE~CY c----
x ( 36 l=INTERP( X( 291oX(1 I tEDA TA:?. c •• o •• 30 •• as. t 11 tl OJ c---
c E"GI~E CLTFLT nF 
c----
X ( 37l=X0 l •X :291/6600. 
c-----
c L CAO REQUIRED HP c----
X ( 3Sl=Y:6 l • X ( 6lJ'6 t: O O e 
c-
c TH~CTTLE FCSITION c-----
0 Y ( l J: ( P ( 1 2 I J' 0 • 1 * X: 2 5 >- 'I' ( 1 I J I"' ( .2 f l 
c---
c PUMP OISPLACE~E~T 
c----
0 Y ( 2 I= (PC 2 2 > / 0 • l * X ( ::? 4 1-Y ( 2 l I J'P ( 2 7 ) c-----
c MOTO~ DISPLACEMENT c----
0 Y C J l = ( P ( 2::? l / 0 • 1 * X <:? 5 I - 'Y ( 3 l l / ~ C 27 l c-----
c HYOR~vLIC ~~ESSU~E c;-----
OY ( 4 ):P ( Z 8 I* ( Y ( 2 l tY ( !! l- )( :; 0 J t X ( 2 J-P; zc; l * 'f ( 4 J l 
c-----
c Pl.MP SPEED 
c-----
OY(~):(X(2~1-X(5)J/~(30l c----


































IF( x CJ I eEC. Oo aAfl.Oo X <33) oL:. Oo l GC lC 20 
0Y(6J:(X(331-P(3l)*X(31-P{61*~(;:)$X(311/P(321 
~ Fl.EL CCNSU~PTICfl. ~A1E 
c-----
20 DY(71=Xtt>•x:2;11x:3e1 
c-----c DISTiii.CE TRAVELLEC 
c---










01 lo!Ef\S ION YO ( l l 
tF CYC(l > .GT• 70e) YO(l 1:70 • 
IF(YC(l) .LTo Ool671 YC(ll=Oa157 
IFCYCt.21 eGT. o,~:;:;:1 YC(2l=C.::2;: 
lF(YC(2l .LT.-0.323) vc:21=-c~::2:: 
IF(YCC3l eGTa Co~Ol) YC(Jl:C.501 
lFCYCC31 .Lr.-o.sot) vo::n=-C .. !Ct 
IFC'\'C(41 .GT. 5000ol YC(41=5000. 
IF C YC ( 41 oL T • o. l YO ( 4 l = Oe 
~ETUFN 
ENO 




CGMflolOo TToE:lATAt(;,15J ,EOATA2(11olOloCPTE1C21 l.C~TE2(21 lo 
l OPTE3(2lloOPTE4(~1).m>le!(~lloCPTE6C21J,CPlE7(2ll,P:40I. 
2 XS(eo1,YS(40).TS.r.YOE~AY,NX .... Y.NXS,NYS1NBIT1KEEP.IENO 
XS( 1 l=X 
IGUT=TDeLAV/H+t.s 
OELA 'Y=XS( ICl..T I 
t="xs-1 
oc lC J =l • l 
K:NX~-J 


































oouaLE PQECISION TESTl11EST21DTT.DPe;;10.cnECK.TCHECK.FChECK 
CCMM(N TT,EDATA1(9,15l tEDAT,t.2(1lolOltCPTEIC21 J,CPTE2(21 ), 
1 QOTE3(21 loiJOTE~(:<lltOP1E5CclltCPTE6(21l eCP1E7(21leP(4.)J, 




OF'Ef: JC=PO::I= ICC 
CHEC~=OTT/CPei:;1c 
I CHE CK= Cl-ECK 
TCl-ECK:OFLCATClCl-ECKl 
FCHECK=CHECK-1Cl-ECK 




c F1.."C11CN STEP c---
c 
FU"CTICN STEP(TSTJRTl 








c FUl"IClION SIGIN c-----
c 
FLNC1ION SIGI"(X,lCi-AXl 
CC"'IWC" TTtEDATAl('i, 1:!> tf:CATA.<: llolOJ,OPTEH21) oCPTE2(21 l • 
1 CPTE3(21) .OPTe.+(21) .aFTE5(21 l,CPTE6(2t I .CPTE7(21 ),P( .+01, 
2 xsceo>.YS(40J,TS.H.~DELAY.~>.hY.,.xs.,..,vs."eIT1KEEF.IE"D 
TVCL l =1 o. ,1 lC!fAlC*X 







































c suei:;cuTINE PIC 
c-----
SU!JC'CUTINE: PIC(GA[P..,TCG!l.ST, ~!,Y'-'"'X,Y"4l'hll,YI 
c c " " ( "' TT • ED ,. T 4 l ' 9 • I 5 ) • E c ,. T ,. 2 : 1 1 I 1 a I • a? T E 1 ( 2 l I • OP TE 2 ' 2 1 ) • 
l OPTE::<211,QPTE~(H l,Ct=lE5(21l1CPTE6(21 l1CPlE7(21111=(401, 
2 xs:eo1.YS(401.TS.r.YOELAYo1'X1NY.NllS.NYS .... 8IT.KEEl=1IENO 
c 
IF(('l,;;E,YllAX ,Af\.Oe XoGToCt I ,QQ, (YeLEoY~lf', 1AN00 









CClol,..CN TT,EuATA1(9,1~l 1ED/.T/.2(111101,Cl>TE1(21110PTE2(21 ), 
1 OPTE3C;< 1l10PTE4(2lI10P lE~C ;< 11 ,QPTE6( 211oCPTE7t21l1P:4J), 




YS ... IFT=YSCIOUTI 
I:"Y~-1 
0 C 1 0 J: l t I 
K="YS-J 




c FUNCllCN FG 
c-----







IF ( I ) • E c. 2 I ) G C TC 1 0 
F G= Z ( IX l +F ll* ( Z ( l X+ 1 l-Z ( IX I I 
l'ETUFN 
10 FG:Z ( l XI 
~e ru::,.,. 
E:~O 


































c FU"CTICN SIGCUT c----
FL~CT: ~ SIGCUT:x.x~AX) 
cou•(1' TT.EO.ATA1('7.1511EC.&T.a2:11.101.0PTE1(211.0PTE2(21 '· 
l CPTE3(211,QF'TEt.(<:ll1CF'lE5121l.CF'TE6(21 leCPTE7(21 l1F(40le 









c FUNC11C1' 2HCLO 
c---
c:-----
FU1'CTICN 2~0LC:TF<lGeXeXl-ELD l 
ZHCLC=XHELO 
IF ( 1::; IG •Ea. lo l ZHC LO::X 
F<ETl.F1' 
ENO 
c FUNCl ION IN TERP 
c-----







FY:'r 0- lY 
IF( I.X oECo Nf:CW) GC TC 10 
IF(I'r .ea. l'oCCL) GC TC 20 
Z 1 :Z ( IX, 1 Y >+FY* ( 2 ( l X, t Y + l >- Z ( Ix, I Y l l 
Z2:: Z ( IX+ l •I Y l +FY* ( Z ( IX+ l • IY + l )- Z C IX+ 1 , IY l l 
INTE~O=Zl+Fx•cz2-z11 
l<ETU F1' 
1 0 I N TE i:. I= = Z ( l X • I Y l +FY * ( 2 ( I X • [ Y + 1 I - Z ( IX • I Y l ) 
RETui:N 
















c FUNC110N LIMIT c:;----
REAL FUNCTICN LlflllT(}l,XC) 
LIMIT =X 
lFt X eGTe XCl LilllT:XC 
IFIX oLTo -XCI LI~IT=-XC 
J;ETUf P.. 
END 
c-----c F \;NC 1ICN DEAD SP 
c----
FUNC 1 ICN CEACSPCX oXC) 
DEAO~P=Oe 
IF(X eGTe XC I DEAOSP=X- XC 











































c SLB~CLTJNE GRAPH c-----
sue~CUTINE G~J~H(XtYtNFT ... LltXLAE,YLAB.AXLE"tAYLE") 
OIMC::1'SION lit l ltYC"PTol l oXSCAL(4l oYSCALC41tISY~BC91o 
•x1 :ee1.v1 ce6d:l 
LCGICAL*l XLAE(l),YL.&8(11 
C AT A I SY "I 8/ l 1 ;: , 11 4, 1 l !! , l 16 • 11 7 o 1 1 E, 11 <;, 1 2 C, 12 1 / 
CALL FLCTC0.0,-19.0,-J) 
CALL FLOTC2.o.1.o.-J> 
DC IC J=l•"PT 
X 1 C J I ::x C JI 
DC 10 I=t •NLJ 
10 YUJtll=YCJoll 
\/Xl\IAX:Xl ( 11 
\IXMil'=Xl( I) 
\/Y"'A)=Yl (1, t I 
\/YlllH::YlClell 
CO 2C J=loNPT 
VXl\IAX:AMAXl(VXMAX,Xl(J)I 
\/Xl\IJl'=AMINl(\/)111[~,Xl(J) I 
DC 2 0 I= l , "L I 
\/YlllAX=AMAXl (\/YllAX,Yl CJ. II I 
20 \/Yl\IIl'=AMINl(\/YMtN,Yl(Jol)) 
XSCJIL(ll=VXl".A) 
X SC AL ( 2 l :: \/) 1"I [ I' 
YSCAL( 1 l=VY\IA) 





0 C 3 0 I = 1 • "L I 
Yl(NFT+lotl=Y~CAL(J) 
30 Yl(NFT+2oil=Y!CAL(41 
CALL AXIs:o •• o •• xLAE,-4,AXLEN.o •• xSCAL(31oXSCAL(411 
CALL AXISCO •• c •• vtAe.4.~YLE"t<JO •• VSCAL(31oYSC.IL(4)) 
00 4C I=l oNLl 
4-0 CilLL LINE(XloYl:lotloNFTtl,-t, ISY"'8(11l 
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